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UFOs 
 

Salumet makes the statement that energy forces are not currently understood by mankind 

which led onto discussion about UFOs for the first time. The subject of crop circles was also 

raised. (11/7/94) 

 

Les: And that would apply also to what we call UFO's.  
Yes. 
Debbie: I was interested in UFO's really, as to what explanation there was. I mean are they 
from another planet, or is there life on other planets, or what really— 
Yes, there are other life forces beyond this galaxy. There are beings of extremely high 
knowledge and wisdom. They are not as you would know, a human being, but they 
possess the qualities of love and great spiritual awareness. They come, yes you are 

correct. There is much spoken about UFO's as you call them. But yes, within 
the whole universe, there are people who exist, who to you, would seem to 
be Masters of travel and knowledge. 
Les: Yes indeed. And that would apply to 'corn circles.' They are formed by entities invisible 
to us. 
George: Yes, the crop circles may connect with UFO's; they form in the crops that are grown 
at this time of year, forming very beautiful circular patterns. There may be a message in 
those patterns for us. Perhaps that's another question— 
I can categorically tell you now, there is the connection. I am not prepared to tell you 
what the message is—that is for mankind to become aware of in his own time. But yes, 
there is a connection.  
Les: There must be, because they are geometrical patterns too. 
Again, we get into the earthly vibrations; the coming together of both. But I will not tell 
you what the message is meant to be. If mankind does not have sufficient awareness, 
then who am I to interfere?  
George: It is nice to know there is a message, thank you. 
 

There is a plan for our cosmic friends to visit this planet 
 

Salumet gives more information about this and to say that they will not just manifest 

amongst us.  (22/8/94) 

 

Les: Is it part of your plan that other—I'm going to say other 'people,' entities if you like, 
from other galaxies or planets, are going to be able to make themselves known physically, to 
those upon this Earth, as part of the plan? (Yes) In other words, to give a 'jerk' to the people 
here and really make them sit up and take notice. 
Well, we have discussed in part what I have said before, when we discussed entities. Let 
me say again, your Earth is a very, very young planet, as far as spiritual growth goes. There 
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are those entities from other planets who have far, far superior knowledge. Of course, 
they will be involved in the plan. But to say they will actually manifest themselves 
amongst you is not quite true. I would rather refrain from saying what their part in the 
plan is— 
Les: Yes, I understand. 
Do you? Thank you for that. But of course, they are involved. 
Les: Yes, I have often wondered what could be done from your side, and obviously you have 
thought about this with your colleagues, what could be done really, to put a 'jerk' into 
humanity here; to give them a good shaking mentally and to make them realise the 
existence of other factors and powers. (Chuckles) 
I understand your impatience, yes—But, no, we cannot shake and jerk like that. It has to 
be done more slowly. 
Les: I'm sure you're right. 
But I understand your human frailties. But, now, we are gathering momentum. We are 
happy with how things are progressing, slowly but surely. 
Les: Well, that is the main thing, to be sure—Thank you. 
But yes, can you see us all descend upon you, thoroughly shaking you? No, that will not 
happen. 
Les: (Laughing) I'm sure some people could do with it. That's why I'm very grateful for my 
young colleagues here, because obviously I am not going to be here all that number of years 
and the younger people do have to take over and continue what is being taught. 
Yes, of course, that is our aim, that all people should listen, listen with their hearts, not 
with their thoughts, their rational thoughts. Let that inner voice come forth. 
 

Our governments know more about this subject than they are 

prepared to admit 
 

Suppressed information will eventually come to the surface.  Astronauts have been silenced 

about their experiences, but this truth will one day come out. (7/11/94) 

 

Les: You have spoken to us in the past about UFO's and we were very interested in what you 
said. Recently, in the last few days as a matter of fact, there has been a marked increase in 
UFO's, in the North of the country, in Scotland, to be precise. So much so that a community 
has organised a gathering to discuss it further and ask the government for further 
information, which they believe is being withheld. Can you give us any further information 
on that? 
I will try—I think what you speak of is nothing new in that area of your country. But of 
course, what is different is that awareness has become much more profound. It is not that 
suddenly there are more craft. It is just that people's awareness, as I have said, (has) 
become more profound—they have become aware. It is not unknown to your government 
here, or in other countries. It is not something new, but something they have been aware 
of for quite some time. I would say to you, even from the beginning of your century. 
Les: Is that so? So long as that? 
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I think if you were to face your governments, and I say that is now happening, because of 
the interest shown by the ordinary person, your governments can no longer deny what is 
happening. 
Les: I'm very pleased to hear that, because I and many others like me, have been of the 
opinion for a long time, that there has been what we call a 'cover up,' in these matters. 
It is understandable, only in the way that your governments have been afraid of the fear it 
would cause amongst your communities. But, of course, they deny the intelligence of the 
common person. But no longer can they deny what is known, because as you have said, 
the 'people power,' will insist upon the truth. As I say, not only in this country, but in all of 
your world, these sightings have taken place. It is not uncommon, and it is not new. 
Les: So there has been a general consensus of opinion throughout the World, by the 
government leaders, that nothing should be published? 
I say they have been afraid. 
Les: Yes, this is what I thought. They're afraid of 'panic stations,' to use our expression. 
I believe I have said to you, if you were to speak to the people who have travelled into 
space, they could tell you much, much more than has already been spoken of. 
Les: You've certainly said that. And the inference was that they have seen a great deal more 
than they have been allowed to tell. 
They have been instructed not to speak, but I can tell you, amongst some, it has caused 
some major problems. 
Les: Has it? 
It is an awareness that cannot be denied. 
Les: Quite. And can't be covered up for very much longer, I would imagine. 
Because of the increased awareness, then it will all become much more open and people 
at last must make their own judgements and they must stop and think. 
Les: Good, we're very pleased to hear that. 
But it is nothing new. 
Les: No. It's just that it's coming much more into the purview of the population as a whole. 
It is what we have been striving towards, that this time, the knowledge that is known, will 
never be denied. It cannot be allowed as it has in past ages, to be put down. It will come 
out (Louder) and so it will remain. The time has come for people, for people to know what 
life is all about. 
Les: Splendid. 

 

Crop circles 
 

George asks a direct question about corn circles. (14/11/94) 

 

George: Could I come back to a further question about corn circles. Looking at a field of 
corn, we know that each flower, or each ear of corn, has its energy field, or aura. So, a field 
of corn is really a sheet of energy—perhaps one could see it in this way—a little above the 
ground. And if one is writing in it with energy, it's a very nice writing tablet. And the 
formation of crop circles is an indication that there is another intelligence beyond Earth 
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plane. It is also an indication that there is another energy, which mankind does not know of. 
Would you care to comment on that? 
I think I have already commented on that. 
Les: Yes, you have actually. You've had the answer to that, in the past— 
Yes. It is not a new question. There are many energies as such, which have not been 
tapped into, if you like. There are many unknown energies, which have yet to be 
discovered. I believe I have told you this previously. (Yes) Is there something specific you 
want me to talk about? You wish me to name the energy that is being used? 
George: Well, you may say there is a subtler message in the corn circles, than simply 
indicating another energy and indicating a 'beyond Earth' intelligence. Or would those 
factors be the main message in the crop circles? 
The message you seek within these circles, as I have said, are left by those space 
travellers, who come to your Earth plane. I have told you, that is why we have gathered at 
this particular time. (Voice getting stronger)  

Of course, these space travellers have knowledge, which far exceeds your 
own. The energies used within your corn circles, is one that is not known at this present 

time. But of course, there also lies the energies of your Earth, the energies of your Earth, 
plus the corn, plus the energy used to flatten it. It is a combination of each energy—it is 
not one single energy being used. If all that exists is energy, does it not make sense, that 
each energy is an individual energy in its own right, as each of you are individual? Can you 
see that?  
George: Yes, thank you. 
So, I say it is a combination, but the energies used by the space travellers, is an energy as 
yet unknown to you Earth peoples. I have said to you, I will not say what it is at this 
present time, because I intend to bring someone to you, who will give you much, much 
more detail.  

But I wish you all to see that all of life is indeed ENERGY.  
Do you understand that? 
George: Yes, that does make it clearer, thank you. 
Les: I'm hoping that when you are able to bring these other messengers that it may be 
possible the physical experiments may be carried out here. 
We shall see. Of course experiments within your scientific groups are already taking place. 
They have already shown that the effect on your corn is that of something they have not 
experienced in the past. 
Les: Quite and they still deny it. 
The corn is indeed imbued with a new energy. That is something which they will discover 
for themselves. It cannot be denied. 
Les: And this energy will be apparent in the usage of the corn? 
It already is. 
Les: It already is? 
They have the knowledge. It is being denied at this time. But the experiments have shown 
that the energy within the corn, is that of one which is, until now, unknown. And indeed, 
if the seed of the corn is re-planted, it should be, and will be, a much stronger strain. 
Les: Is that so? Thank you—sounds as though you better get in touch with some of your 
chemist friends George. And get them to find out what is going on, because the government 
won't admit it. Nice little side-line job for you? 
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It is a simple thing, for someone who is in touch with one of your corn circles, to take for 
themselves, to test for themselves, if they have the knowledge. 
Les: This gentleman is a retired chemist. (George) 
There we have the one who can test what I say to you— 
Les: Good, I thought I'd drag him into it. He's been sitting there very quietly saying nothing. 
(Laughter) 
I will be interested to hear what he has to tell me. 
Les: George, you have a mission. 
George: Thank you for that. 
 

A being from another planet comes to speak 
 

A possible communication by mind projection but not possible to confirm as this time.  See 

Bonniol communications. (3/4/95) 

 

One then began through Sue: 
 
—I come to say that while instrument is being used, then instrument is experiencing some 
extraordinary feelings. This is to show the difference between the physical and the 
spiritual being. The instrument is of course human form, yes. I have to tell you that I am 
not of the human form, as you know it. 
Les: You are not of the human form as we know it? 
No, can you understand? 
Les: Yes I can. Does that mean that you normally inhabit another planet? 
If that is an easy explanation. 
Les: And have you ever lived upon this planet? 
Not this time, no—not this time, but in what you would call the future, I will walk your 
lands. But that is not for some time yet.  
Les: I see. You will walk upon this Earth at a distant time in the future. 
That is the future plan, yes. But it will depend on whether your planet improves and 
becomes less hostile place. 
Les: Yes I understand. So, am I right in saying that you’re what is known on this primitive 
Earth, as an alien being, from another planet? 
Yes, but that word brings to mind in your minds, little green creatures. I am neither little, 
nor am I green—(Laughter) 
Les: I do hope I have not offended you, but in our minds, no such things exist. 
No, that’s right. It would take longer than I can afford here to explain my appearance, but 
as you are aware, after the physical appearance, becomes THOUGHT only, yes you 
understand me? (Yes) Therefore I can say I have no real physical attributes, you 
understand me? 
Les: I do understand. 
My words are being given to me by another. Therefore, the words I use are not easily 
recognised by me. You understand? 
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Les: Yes, I do indeed and I appreciate the effort that it must be causing you, in order to 
communicate with us; primitive beings that we are. 
That is your word, I would not be so unkind. I say not primitive, but unworldly, yes you 
understand me? 
Les: Yes. But we do consider ourselves to be primitive, in many respects. We have so much 
to learn. 
Yes, but it all takes time—not one lifetime, but a whole universe of lifetimes.  
Now instrument needs rest from my words and personality—yes is that right, 

‘personality’—needs to return to herself, yes. I leave with many, many thoughts of L-o-v-
e for future and trust and hope for this planet in time. Farewell, farewell to you all. 

Les: We do thank you for your visit. There is much of course we cannot understand, but we 

are very grateful to you for what you have explained and for your interest in our Earth. We 

can only hope that the future will be much less hostile for your intended visits—so that you 

will be able to come. 

 

Could we travel through a black hole? 
 

Physically no, as we would be destroyed.  Spiritually, yes of course!  Salumet gives a few 

insights about energy inside black holes and the fact that black holes are not tunnels to 

other universes.  Entering a black hole would be rapid return to spirit world! Salumet also 

informs us that other communicators can only give what they know. (3/4/95) 

 

Les: Yes, I would like to ask a question which follows some information given us at our other 
meeting last week. A question was asked of a communicator from your world, about what 
are known here as ‘black holes,’ in the universe. The information given us by our scientists, 
is that black holes contain a tremendous crushing pressure of gravity and that it would be 
impossible for anybody to survive within one. The answer we got was that they were merely 
‘gateways’ from one universe to another and those with the knowledge, are able to go 
through them as and when necessary. Would that be a correct answer?  
Let me speak to you on this matter. I would say to you that no one could survive within 
the pressure, your scientists are correct in that respect. But perhaps there has been a 
misunderstanding on the statements made. Of course, there would be a taking, a leaving 
of a physical body, on anything or anyone who should enter these black holes, as you call 
them. I prefer to say, it is an abundance of energy, in a particular spot. It is not a gateway 
to other planets or universes. I have said before, you do not travel between, there is a 
Cosmic energy which is within the whole of the cosmos. So, you see, you are speaking of 
these energy fields as though it were a physical tunnel. That cannot be, it cannot be. I 
think what was meant by the words spoken, was that of course, the physical being would 
be left behind, and the spirit would travel to its rightful home. You understand? 
Les: Yes, I do, that does clarify it somewhat for me. 
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You are tending to see it as a physical thing. You must go away from these thoughts, you 
must leave them behind. There are many energies, many mysteries upon your Earth, but 
remember, it is one spark in the great universe of life. 
Les: True. So, the scientists are right about there being excessive, undreamed of forces of 
gravity within those energy fields? 
It is just so. They have it almost correct, but not quite, not quite. I believe I have heard 
said, that you can be encapsulated within these black holes. Not so, not so. We speak here 
again on many deep matters—matters I think you would find difficult to understand. 
Les: I can imagine that. 
But I don’t say your communication was not correct. I think the interpretation was not 
quite correct. 
Les: Thank you that does clarify it. I like to check these things, as you know, because it is 
important that we have the right information and not disseminate wrong theories or facts. 
So the excessive forces of energy, in what we call black holes, would be no bar to spiritual 
travelling, in any case? 
Not at all, not at all—let me just speak for a moment on communication. I told you when 
first I came, to accept only what you felt was right. When we speak of communicators, of 
course there are many, and many who use many channels. They can only impart to you 
the knowledge which they have gained themselves. Too oft times I hear, ‘Why does one 
contradict another?’ You must move away from that thought. They are only giving what 
they know. 
Les: They are honest within their own limitations? 
Yes, yes. So never feel that the communicator is not quite truthful, that is wrong. 
Les: No, I have never thought that myself. But sometimes, like in the example we have just 
spoken of, it is as well to have confirmation. 
Yes, there is nothing wrong in questioning what comes to you. I would say to you, always 
question, if you so desire. 
Les: Well we have always through the years, tried to run our groups on that basis, of 
questioning if in doubt and honesty in all things, when possible. 
It is necessary that when you are making contact, that there must be the highest integrity. 
I could not stay here otherwise. 
Les: I was about to say, I doubt if you would be here, if we hadn’t followed those paths. 
But perhaps it explains to you, why sometimes there would seem to be apparent 
contradictions, from other sources, when in fact they are not contradictions at all. There is 
much knowledge to be learned, to be gained by all communication. 
Les: Thank you very, very much for that. I’m sure everybody has been most interested in 
hearing it. Are there any other questions for Salumet at this meeting? 
George: Can I just add one more thing to the black hole question? The other thing that our 
scientists tell us, is that light does not escape from a black hole. This has always suggested 
to me that space itself is drawn into a black hole, at the speed of light and this would sort of 
explain that. 
When you speak of light, you are speaking of a different energy, than that which is 
contained within what you term your black holes. It is a different energy completely. We 
have spoken a little previously about the speed of light and what happens, have we not?  
George: Yes. 
Yes. All of space surrounding your Earth, you could probably term a black hole, on the 
immediate rim of your Earth. But it is not, for the simple reason that within those 
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energies, there lies the energy of light, which makes a difference, can you see? Can you 
understand? 
George: I see yes. 
It changes the whole form of the energies. We have to speak sometime I think, on this 
matter of differing energy. It is a very complicated subject for you to understand, but I will 
attempt to do it for you.  
George/Les: Thank you very much. 
That is why I have said to you in the past, that your space travellers have much knowledge 
that has been kept under wraps. Their knowledge is much more extended, fuller, than has 
been permitted to the ordinary people. 
Les: It’s annoying to think that it has been kept under wraps. 
I will come back one time, to speak on energies, I think. 
Les: Thank you, because at the moment our minds stop positively, at the speed of light. We 
cannot imagine anything beyond that. 
Yes. That is why it is difficult to explain. What you cannot comprehend, is that there is so 
much more that is not available to you, but of course is there—it is there. And although 
your scientists work hard, to try to explain many of these things, their knowledge is too 
limited, too limited. 
Les: Yes, because they have limitations also, don’t they? So, they cannot explain beyond. 
Their perspective is limited. They can only look so far. I wish I could take you all with me, 

on a ’Cosmic TRAVEL!’ 
(Reactions of awe + delight) 
Les: You wouldn’t have to ask us twice, I can tell you that! (Laughter) 
Perhaps one day yes, but now I fear that is not so.  
Les: It’s a wonderful thought. 
Perhaps it could be an exercise for you all: Try to picture the universe, the cosmos. And 
I’m sure if I asked you individually, each one would have a different perspective of it. But 
nevertheless, you are children of that very cosmos. You are children of light and love. 
 

Refer to ‘aliens’ as ‘cosmic friends’! 
 

Les was instructed that beings from other planets object to being called ‘aliens’, so the 

subject was brought to Salumet who suggested that from now on, we refer to ‘aliens’ as our 

‘cosmic friends’! In fact, we get quite a lesson in cosmic friend etiquette! (17/4/95) 

 

Les: You may be well aware that at our other meetings during the week, we have been 
asked if we would allow the particular medium or instrument to be used, in the way you are 
used, for further information from those higher beings and those from other planets. I have 
said yes, because we would be delighted to assist the work in that way. We were also asked 
not to refer to such beings as ‘aliens,’ because they objected to the term. I can understand 
this, and I fully appreciate their feelings. We at the moment, suggest that we should call 
them our, ‘alternative friends,’ so as to distinguish them from such as your good self. I 
would like to know if they would prefer to be known in any other way, or by any other 
name? 
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I see. This would indeed be correct to address them by their name. After all, you would 
not call a stranger from another country an alien. So to some I would say, it is offensive, 

but to the majority of our ‘Cosmic friends’ I would prefer to call them, because after all, 

it is such a vast expanse. Your universe is one of many. To the majority it offers no 
offence, because they understand that your earthly understanding is much below their 
own. It is rather like seeing a small child and the wrong words that they use. You have 
compassion and understanding, do you not? 
Les: We do and I’m grateful for our cosmic friends for feeling that. 
Yes, but I must say to some, it does cause offence. 
Les: And we apologise for that now please. We do not wish in any way to cause offence and 
in future they will be known to us, as our cosmic friends.  
I would suggest, may I? 
Les: Please. 
I would suggest that at the beginning of any communication you may have with our 
friends that you indeed ask them what they would be prepared to accept, in the way of 
names. Because I have said that to the majority, it matters not. So, it would be up to you, 
to discover which peoples are finding it offensive. 
Les: It is a very good idea Salumet and I will do that at the next opportunity. 
Let me say a little bit about these friends. Most are loving beings, who far outweigh in 
intelligence and in love and self-awareness. I have said before that you here on this Earth, 
are rather dense in matter and knowledge. So, you see, they show you only 
understanding. They do not wish to come to you, full of misunderstanding and 
aggravation. They want to show themselves as the beings of love and light that they are.  
Les: That is why we want only to offer then courtesy for their attention here. 
What you must always remember, each and every one of you, we all developed from that 
divine spark. We may differ in our outer garments, but inwardly we all are the same. This 
is what you must remember, all of you. Why do you have so many prejudices within your 
world? It is FEAR—it is fear which causes these things, I have spoken to you before on that 
subject. 
Les: Yes, you have. 
It is why you have such things as your racism, because peoples look different to you, 
which creates the fear within. It is a lack of love and knowledge and understanding, that 
the spirit that all of you are, comes from the one source. Remember your Earth is just one 
tiny planet within the universe, within the Galaxies and within the whole of the cosmos. 
So, accept those who come to you in love. Allow them to give you the communication 
they wish to offer. Accept it and accept their friendship. So, I say to you my friend, speak 
with them, get to know how they feel and then decide upon your name. 
Les: Thank you. Yes, I appreciate your advice and I will do that. One of them at our last 
Wednesday meeting, when he said he worked on various planets, I say ‘he,’ I don’t know the 
term, I asked how many and he said 32. When I said, how did he appear to them and did he 
take on the semblance of those he was visiting, he smiled and said he was amused at our 
constant desire to put everything in human terms. He said you will not understand this, but I 
am energy, I have no body. 
Let me say, you move away from gender, when you reach a particular state, you become 
one mass of energy. We have spoken slightly on the male and female energy, within the 
one unit, yes? 
Les: We have indeed.  
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When you reach the state, the form of being without gender, it becomes easy to form 
yourself within either gender, when it becomes necessary. These are matters which you 
may find a little odd or strange, but my friend, this happens. So probably what I will say, 
‘him,’ because that is the term you have used—when ‘he’ visits other planets, you say he 
takes the form that they possess, yes? 
Les: I follow. 
This is possible, but only when that state has been reached. 
Les: So ‘he’ must have reached the stage of extremely high development then? 
You speak of development as you know it. Let me say to you, this is a difficult subject, for 
you human beings to understand, because in the state of the cosmos, you my friends, are 
very low down on the scale. So, you see, there are beings who always have been formless, 
if you like, who have not possessed these human forms. It means not necessarily that they 
have risen greatly, but shall we say their starting point is different. 
Les: I see, their starting point is different and much higher spiritually than ours? 
Yes, yes you understand.  
Les: Well I feel even more privileged that he should have returned to us. 
Yes, when first I came to you, I said many, many were gathering. This means not only 
within your Earth, but in many planets. Do not think that yours is the only planet which is 
in need of help, because I can tell you, that is not so.  
Les: Presumably many of these planets have not been visible to our astronomers and will 
not be, because of their distance.  
They will never be known, because even with extended knowledge, even when you leave 
these physical overcoats behind, you will not be aware of much that is there. 
Les: No, I can accept that too, because it’s merely another small step in our learning. 
Yes, it is too vast to explain to you, for your understanding, for your general 
understanding, it is too great.   
Les: Yes, our scientists use the term nowadays of an expanding universe, but it is quite 
obvious from what you say, that even they have no conception at all, of the extent of the 
universe. 
The expanding universe, it is an expression which brings a smile to my so called ‘face.’ It is 
energy expanding. Yes, they see so much, but know so little. 
Les: Yes, I was hearing on our radio news this morning, that scientists have now discovered, 
in space or the aether, the amino acids which create life. And they are getting all excited 
about it. 
Are they indeed! (Laughter) I say no more. (More laughter) 
Les: I think that is the most stunning expression you could have used. 
George: They seem to be ignoring the most vital part of life. 
Les: Quite, again, the amino acids are the physical life and they are missing the spiritual 
interpretation 
George: They have found a thread of an overcoat. 
I think this gentleman has said, they have touched upon a thread. How many treads are 
within a tapestry? The tapestry of life is deeply woven. 
Les: Yes, I have used that simile quite often, saying that we have are merely making one 
thread of it, or part of one thread, in the work we do here. 
Can I say to you, your Earth would be one thread within one piece of twine.  
Les: Is that so. Really insignificant, aren’t we? But we are not in the overall plan. 
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Please I don’t like the term, you are ALL insignificant. We are ALL part of the divine plan 
and each particle belongs together. ALL of you are necessary. 
Les: I remember us being told long age, I quote part of it: ‘Individuality is important, only 
when it ceases to be important to the individual, which is a paradox, but very true. 
It is not important when you reach that stage of knowledge. You leave behind much when 
you reach that state of awareness, of awareness of who and what you belong to.  
Les: Yes, so therefore the individuality would cease to have any importance— 
The individuality is important, whilst you wear these overcoats, but once you free yourself 
from it, then you have the wider scope of knowledge before you, where much can be 
achieved and much can be learned. 
Voice fades to a whisper, spoken with great feeling:  

I feel all as beacons of light, within very, very dark clouds. All of you are units 
of Love, which attract to you all the negativity of earthly life, which can be 
broken up to create even greater light.    
Les: Thank you for that. 
Mark: Do you have any advice on breaking up the negativity when it comes? 
I say to you, use your expressions of love—that is all that is necessary.  
 

Is the whole cosmos governed by the same laws? 
 

Salumet confirms that throughout all that there is, the same laws apply.  (9/9/96) 

 

Les. You have told us that many other planets exist in the universe and these planets, of 
which we have no knowledge, you have said that there are life forms upon them. Is it right 
to presume that those life forms, would be governed by the same laws that govern us here, 
in that each life form would have its own soul, which would have to go through the process 
of living the continuity of life, as we have to go through the process? 
Yes, if we simplify words, then I say all within, not only this universe, but throughout the 
cosmos, have to abide by those laws, which govern us all. There can be no differentiation 
between them; how can there be? 
Les: No, I thought that would be the answer. 
Love is eternal, Love is the law, which must be abided by all who come within it's scope. 
You understand? 
Les: Yes, I do, I thought it must be so, but I wanted confirmation. 
Of course, you understand the great diversity of planets, of peoples, of course you all 
would seem to be different from each other, but you all originate, from that eternal spark 
of Love. Does this answer your question? 
Les: It does thank you very much. 

 

We are all children of the cosmos 
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Salumet makes this important point and that we belong to a much wider scheme of life. 

(14/7/97) 

 

George: I wonder if it would be good to direct an answer to the population of the world, in 
respect to the hopes for humanity, over the coming years, through the period of change. 
Our reasonable hope might be to increase in our capacity to love, increase in our awareness 
— increase in knowledge. Would you care to say something about our hopes in general, in 
the coming years? 
Yes, my friend. Why should you confine your hopes, your wishes, to the population of this 
planet? My wish for you would be, that you could become more aware, more universally 
aware, cosmically aware, rather than stay within the confines of the earthly population. 
You have within each one of you, the ability to hope, desire and to receive all that is 
available to you. So, if your hopes and desires are to include all of the population of the 
Earth, there is nothing that can stop you. Do you understand this my friend?  (Yes.) All of 
you have the ability within, to reach out for ALL that is available. You see dear friends, you 
do so limit yourselves — you limit your abilities. You are after all, and again I do not ask 
forgiveness in repeating that you are spiritual beings and therefore you belong to much 
wider energies, than that within this planet. I hope you understand and that each one of 
you thinks about this a little more deeply than you have, up until this present moment in 
time. 
George: Yes, I follow — our spirituality goes beyond the planet. 
Of course, do not confine yourselves my friends, you do yourselves an injustice. You have 
much to give. All of you are imbued with that love, love energy of which you come to give 
to others so freely, but which you should be using in a more expansive way. I hope you all 
understand my words. 
Les: Yes, we do. If I might add to that George, I began a long time ago, to try to train myself 
to think universally and not internationally. Unfortunately, we often minimise the word 
universal and apply it to international. (Yes.) Our concept of universality is of the planet 
quite often, do you follow? We've got to regard it as universally being of the Universe. It's 
been a much-misused word unfortunately.   

I want you dear friends to be children of the cosmos, because that is what you are. I 

would wish that you can grow enough whilst we are together, to realise that what you 
are, and what you have been, is spirit, which has been confined to one planet in this 
lifetime. We have spoken much about this, but now the time is coming, when all of your 
population, all peoples, no matter what colour, what race, what religion — all will come to 
the realisation, that we belong to the much wider scheme of life, of living, of love, of that 
eternal energy to which we all belong. (General thanks) Now I say to you all my dear 
friends, each day you grow in strength, each day you grow in love, each day you come 
closer to knowing yourselves. In saying these words, I truly feel the love, which comes 
from each one of you. We have grown much my friends and we have much to do, but each 
time I speak to you, I take with me that element of your love, which is indeed eternal. I 
thank you once more for your patience, in listening to me. (General thanks)  
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What do the crop circles mean? 
 

George brings another question on crop circles as a means of communication.  Salumet 

points out that it is better for us to work out what they mean, otherwise it would be 

deemed interference.  (7/9/97) 

 

George: Yes, we talked about our space brothers and the symbols in the corn fields, as a 
means of communication. And I wondered after that, if they have evolved so differently 
from ourselves, that communication is really difficult and the symbols in the crops, is one of 
a very few possibilities of communication. Would that be a true perspective, or would there 
be many possible ways of communicating? 
Yes, thank you for your question my friend. Have I not told you previously that many new 
forms of communication would take place, all over this planet? 
George: Ah yes. 
Yes, there are many ways to communicate, although you are not fully aware of them at 
this moment in time. But those who come, who try to make contact with you on this 
planet, they are limited not by their own knowledge, but by the limitations of the human 
being. They have to find a way of making you understand what they are trying to bring to 
you. It is not my purpose to come here to tell you — and of course I could, but it is not my 
purpose to explain to you, what your brothers are trying to do. That my friend, would be 
interference from me.  
George: Yes, I see that. 
 

Alien (or cosmic friend) abductions 
 

A communicator discusses this very controversial issue with Les. (16/3/98) 

 

Les: Yes, I don't know if you can or would wish to give an answer, but we've had a lot of 
controversy in this world, about the so-called abduction of human beings by aliens from 
other planets. They are alleged to have taken various parts of the human anatomy and then 
return the human being to this Earth. Is that so? 
You want to know if this is the truth? I can answer simply for you, YES it has happened. 
Les: It has happened? That's interesting, because some of the reports would appear to 
contradict other reports. 
Yes, that is always the problem with anything of a nature that you do not fully 
understand. 
Les: Yes, and there's also the possibility of exaggeration of what has happened. 
Yes, always take into account that you as human beings have a mind which can 

embroider — always keep that in mind. But the simple answer is 'yes,' there are in our 

universe, many, many forms of life and of course you have to understand that some of 
these forms of existence are far in advance of your knowledge.  
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Les: Quite, that I do accept, without any reservation. As we were once told, we are at the 
bottom of the pile in development. 
Yes, but there have been — I would say, do not look upon these stories of abduction, 
where they feel harm is meant; that would not be the case — we do not have alien forces 
intent upon destruction.  
Les: Well, I couldn't imagine that it would have been allowed. 
No, no, you must be cautious in your acceptance of these words. As you human beings 
show interest in all that surrounds you, in what you call SPACE, is it not surely, that those 
who live without this planet, should not be interested in you also? 
Les: It's perfectly natural, because knowing us, our human attitude would be — if we 
discovered a new life-form of life on the moon for instance, the first thing we would want to 
do is cage it and bring it back to show everybody. It's understandable that others might 
want to do the same with us. 
Yes, their knowledge is far greater, but that is why the memory in most cases is wiped, 
because human beings at this time in their evolution find it difficult to accept.  
Les: I could understand that it could happen, but I couldn't see the need in taking parts of 
the human anatomy? 
There is no need to do that. Why should they, when their knowledge is much more 
expansive than yours? You must use your intelligence in all of these stories. 
Les: Thank you, that's an interesting answer, I do appreciate it. Would anyone else like to 
follow on from that? 
George: I imagine part of the reason for our variation in reporting, is partly due to variations 
in perception. Some humans will perceive in quite a different way to others. Some are more 
sensitive to what is seen. 
Yes, I would perhaps say that if each one of you in this room were asked to describe my 
words this evening, that there would be variations and that is the nature of the human 
being, that none of you are infallible. So therefore, remember that many words that you 
listen to on all topics, must be used with reason and your own understanding of the 
situation. 
George: And where the visions of Mary have been reported, some people have seen and 
some have not seen, or some would see different things. (Yes.) I imagine it would be similar 
with our impression of aliens? 
Yes, you human beings tend to feel that all that you see, feel, smell, is the absolute. Let me 
tell you my dear friends, that all of the senses and you have many more, vary so much, 
vary so much, that how could it possibly be that each one of you sees in the same way? 
Les: No, because surely our perception of apparent physical things, vary according to our 
spiritual awareness of them also? 
Of course, that is what you must always try to understand. You may never understand, but 
at least you can try.  
Les: And accept the possibility of a dual interpretation of what we are seeing or hearing. 
Yes, none of you are perfect machines — I am being told not to use the phrase ‘machines,’ 
I apologise. Sometimes we look upon you and it would seem that you are but robots. (said 
with laughter) 
Les: You probably are amused at the fact that we even consider ourselves to be on the road 
to perfection? 
Yes, do we not all at times? Yes. 
Les: No, we are a funny mixture, we human beings. 
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I did not say that. 
Lilian: Would they be coming from more than one planet? 
Let me say only this: There is one galaxy in this particular time of your evolution that is 
most interested in your own Earth system. Yes, they come from more than one planet, yes. 
Lilian: Thank you, so they'd look totally different? 
There would be variations, yes. After all, look at the variations, in this very room! 
(Laughter) You are not the same. 
Les: Completely different people. 
Yes, could you imagine going to another planet and being described as all looking the 
same? No, why would you expect others to? 
Les: I suppose the basic question is, those that would be interested in visiting us here, even 
though we are not aware of them, their intention is for our benefit? 
They are interested mostly, it is interest — the same way that your scientists and such like 
on this planet, seek the history of the planet. They are interested, so they seek it out. 
Les: In the knowledge for its own sake? 
Yes, not for destruction, not for destruction. 
Les: Not for destruction, that's important of course, but neither particularly for our 
elevation? 
The time is coming, and I think I would be correct in saying that much more is known 
about these comings, than has been let known at this time. (Yes —) I could not say 
absolutely, but I have been informed that much more is known, than the common people 
know. 
Les: You're quite right, we're sure of it. 
You do know, yes. 
Les: But when it'll be released of course, that we can't know. But we have been told that it'll 
be in the not too distant future. 
Yes, I can tell you categorically, that the time is coming, when these visitors will make 
themselves known openly. (Splendid.) It has to come, when humans lose more of their fear 
and gain more understanding then they can make an appearance openly. 
Les: And of course, we have a lot to do ourselves, before we are fit to welcome them. 
Yes, you have many prejudices, the human race many, many. 
Les: Well you can tell them, they're always welcome to come here. We should be happy to 
see then! 
Well, you could do that for yourselves, couldn't you? (Laughter) 
Les: I'm just taking every opportunity. 
You want me to space travel for you? 
Les: Well, there's no harm in trying, is there? (Laughter) 
Well this is a source of amusement — you human beings — (Gentle laughter) 
Les: Well we would ask them and welcome them, if we knew that they were getting our 
thoughts. 
George: Could I enquire if some of the visitors have physical bodies? 
(More chuckles) If they so desired! You see, their mental capabilities far outshine you, far 
outshine you! 
George: So, the nature of the body would be adjustable? 
Aha, yes! It is something this planet has not achieved up till now. 
George: And that would assist them greatly, in their method of travel. (Yes.) That's very 
interesting. 
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Les: Well I say again, they have an open invitation to come and visit us, if they wish. 
Be sure — if you're sure it's what you want! (Laughing again) I'm not so sure you would 
openly invite them if they came.  
Les: Provided they come in love and peace. 
Yes, they wish you no harm.  
Les: I've no doubt they would adjust their appearance, so that we wouldn't be too scared.  
Lilian: They could take us for a whirl around the Universe. 
Fear exists only within the heart of the seer. Do you not agree? 
Les: I do. No, if they came with love, we'd welcome them with love. 
George: It's the spirit that counts and not the physical appearance. 
After all, do you suppose the human frame is so pretty to look at, with your small heads 
and long limbs? (Laughter) 
Les: I think probably they'd be very brave to come and visit us. (Well —) In fact for all we 
know, you might be one of those speaking to us now? 
(More chuckles) No I am not, but I am amused. 
Les: No, I accept your word that you're not, but you could have been? 
Why not? They can take the opportunity as we do to speak with you through another, yes. 
Les: As you say, we are not all that pleasant to look upon — we might think so, but others 
might well not and think how ugly we are? 
That is what I mean, fear lies with the seer, yes. 
Now I think I have said more than I had intended, but I have enjoyed myself and I hope I 
have not told you too much. 
Les: No, I'm glad you've enjoyed yourself, because we do appreciate you coming and we’re 
very glad you've stayed so long. 
I have enjoyed myself so much it would be pleasurable to return sometime. 
Les: Please do, you have an open invitation and having seen us, we shan't scare you, I hope. 
(Chuckles) I reserve my opinion! — yes. 
Les: Well it's lovely that you still have a sense of humour. 
Yes, why do you humans assume we have no humour in our world? 
Les: No we know you have and it's nice when you bring it to us like this. We were told long 
ago, if we bring our sense of humour with us, we shall be much more welcome.  
Of course, you cannot change so easily, yes; it heightens your light. 
Les: I think you found a lot of fun when you were here, didn't you? 
Too much, nevertheless, you can have your fun and still grow — yes you must have many 
aspects to living. 
Les: I think humour helps us to grow. 
You do? Why? 
Les: I don't know it seems to lighten the energy. 
Yes it does. 
Les: And from your side, whenever we've had what we'd call a very serious or heavy 
evening, almost always someone comes through to lighten the energy that's left. 
Yes you're right, it quickens the energy, which makes it lighter, yes you are right. That is 
why we try to bring happiness. 
Les: It's very nice that energy can be generated in a humorous way, or by humour. 
Yes, you can find light-heartedness in all aspects of your living. 
Les: Thank you and our love goes with you.  
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Crop circles will help us to understand that we are not the only forms 

of life within the cosmos 
 

Salumet discusses the beautiful patterns that are appearing in our fields, who made them 

and why. Contact is indeed being made! (27/7/98) 

 

Les: You have told us Salumet, when we have spoken about crop circles, you did say that so-
called 'aliens,' were amongst us at this time, though we weren't aware of it. Recently I was 
listening to a discussion and it was said that in the county of Wiltshire, which is quite close 
to here, there had been discovered another 20 examples of these crop patterns. But of 
course, there is still no specific understanding that we can have of them. Is this proliferation 
of them, an indication that our friends from outside of this world, are proposing to visit us in 
more numbers? Or is this an indication that they are going to do so? 
Let me say this to you: Your world is changing. Those beings from other times, other 
energies, other planets who sustain more knowledge than yourselves — of course they 

have the opportunity to travel in this space area, many, many times. But at this present 

time in your Earth’s history, the intention of these beings is that more contact be made. 
As each of your years pass, more and more communication will take place, but because of 
mankind's natural inhibitions and fear, this must be done at a slow, slow rate. Beings from 
other times have shown themselves upon this planet, but in the main, as in most things 

not fully understood by humankind, it is being ridiculed. The time is coming, when 
human beings must accept that they are not the sole forms of life within the 
cosmos. They will accept, they will begin to understand and they will lose all fear of 

foreign beings; although using the word, 'alien' or 'foreign,' is not useful to you — better 
that you say 'brother.' Their form may be slightly different, but the energy within, is the 
same energy of which you exist, but to a much faster degree of evolution, on their part. 
Les: I see. What has surprised me is that they have not so far, given us any intelligible 
understanding of them. I should imagine that they are sufficiently wise to know our 
language and to be able to speak it, or write it, if they wish? 
Let me say to you, my dear friend: That is not always the case. They may have more 
advancement in their travel, but you are an entirely new world to them. Would you go to 
another planet and expect them to understand, or would you understand their language 
automatically? 
Les: No, we would probably understand their thoughts, I should think, if we are sufficiently 
developed spiritually. 
Yes, now we begin to have an inkling of what this is about. Contact being made, is on a 
higher form of energy, therefore they are expecting mankind to retaliate in the same way, 
although they know them to be, how shall we say, 'lesser' beings in their development. Of 
course, humankind cannot respond, because they do not have their knowledge. They have 
left many 'pictures,' I believe you would say, in the form of their writings in the fields, (Yes, 
they have.) but it is mankind's downfall, that they do not understand these forms. It will 
come, there is already amongst many of you, an understanding of what is being done. It is 
being used in many forms, as the ancient civilisations in your world, used to use drawings, 
in ways of pictures, in order for others to understand. 
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Les: Yes, they could use sign language or picture language, but they haven't apparently, 
tried to do that to enlighten us. I would have thought it would be possible for them 
somehow, to have left a picture of themselves, as they are now, if they can achieve those 
crop circles? 
My friend, they have shown themselves to mankind; they have shown themselves as they 
truly are. Not only is it in the crop circles and other phenomenon, but they have shown 
themselves to man, to those people who they hope, will understand and pass on the 
truth, to the rest of mankind. Do you not know my dear friends, that many in 
governments in your world, have witnessed for themselves, what you call 'aliens' — and I 
do not like that word, I would prefer for you to call them brothers. They have witnessed 
for themselves many of these beings, but because of their fear for mankind, because of 
their lack of understanding, much has been kept quiet. Do not assume that only corn 
circles are the only form of communication. 
Les: No, that’s all we've heard about. 
Yes, that is not all. 
Les: That's interesting. 
I think I would say, that in many areas of this planet, there are more of these showings, of 
these crop circles, because of the entry of the spacecraft, in the same way that your 
antiquated aircraft need pathways of flight, so too do the spacecrafts. It is assumed that 
these crafts can lift and fly and go in any direction they wish, but I can tell you, they have 
to follow the airways of travel. That is why there is an abundance of these happenings in 
certain areas. The time and the place is most important and certain times of your days and 
nights, in order for them to enter this planet. 
Les: I see, that's something that none of us knew. 
They also have to abide by the cosmic energies, which are available to them. 
Les: So, they follow specific energy lines then? 
Of course, otherwise at such speed they could create much damage within your spheres. 
Les: Yes, well that's certainly something new for us. 
But I assure you my dear friends, communication has taken place. Much has been shown 
to all governments within your world and much is being denied. But the time will come, 
and I will not say that it will happen in 100 of your years, 200 of your years, but it is a 
gradual introduction of new beings. As your world has become a smaller place in knowing 
each other, so too the time will come when interchanging of beings from other planets 
can take place. 
Les: That's a very, very interesting thing to look forward to, because we shall be looking at it 
from your world. But I wish one of our brothers, would show himself to me! (Laughter) 
Well, what is wrong with your thought? Have I not taught you that anything can be 
achieved, with the power of your thinking? 
Les: I'll have to start thinking then — hopefully. I have been mentally exercising for my own 
health and I must admit, I think it's working. 

I will stress to you all once more, at risk of being tedious and repetitive, that it is the 
most powerful thing you possess. Use it wisely — we have discussed this also, use it 

wisely and there is nothing you cannot achieve. But be sure that that powerful thought, is 
all that you truly desire and is for good reason. 
Les: Yes, well mine is still that I might be of benefit to other people, before I come home to 
you. 
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That is the way of your thinking, that is why you can see results; if your thinking is good, 
then the thought is reality. 
George: A number of the crop circle diagrams, are diagrams from our past culture, going 
back thousands of years. (Yes.) So, our friends from space, they would seem to have a 
considerable knowledge of our culture and thinking, over long periods of time. 
Is that not a good way of showing that they have knowledge of your people on Earth, that 
they have superior knowledge, of what has happened in your lives? (General agreement) It 
is only a beginning. 
George: Yes, I was wondering about those past diagrams and it's another little surprise for 
me, that it's from their knowledge of us, and not some other more direct interaction. 
I think what I have to say to you is this: That because of the great difference in their 
appearance, they tend to hold back, because mankind has not reached the state of 
acceptance of all life. Mankind on this Earth, has many unsubstantiated fears — he fears 
himself, most of all. So, how do you suppose he would react to the seeing of another 
being who does not conform to his way of thinking of human beings? 
George: Yes, I can understand and accept the problem of our very different ways of thinking 
(Yes.) and difference of advancement. 
Slowly it will come — do not doubt it is happening, do not be waylaid by those in 
authority, who try to push these things under carpets. There is more to energy, than this 
planet, your humankind — we are speaking of many galaxies, of a cosmos reach in life in 
many forms, but which all ultimately belong to a source of energy, which is creative in 
many forms and to which we all belong. Again, do not pass judgement, but allow your 
minds to remain open and loving, to all who enter your world, with love. As in mankind, 
there are many degrees of good and bad. So also there exists in other forms of energy, 
good and bad. Remember this well, because my friends not only is this planet open to the 
good and decent forms of life energy, but it lays it's pathway open, for those who also 
have not good intentions, (Voice begins to fade, as if communicating from a great distance) 
but this I will not discuss with you this time. But keep an open heart and mind. Remember 
my words well, know that many are here already in communication, many who wish to 
offer help where they can, who can and will adapt to your ways of communication, in 
order that their task and help be made known more widely and that the governments of 
your world, will accept them readily, because not only do they bring higher awareness to 
you, but they can bring to this planet, much knowledge and good. If only you will accept 
them, as brothers and not as some strange creatures to be ignored. 
Les: Thank you, I'm sure all here would be happy to do that. (General agreement) Perhaps 
we might even get an opportunity? 
If your heart is open my friends, you can find much. You can attract to you, all that you 
wish, provided there is love in your hearts 
 

Sarah asks about a group called the Paladins 
 

The Pleiadeans are described as a group of human-like cosmic brothers with particular 

interest in the Earth.  (17/7/00) 
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Sarah: This is more of curiosity. A friend of mine is interested in spiritual work. She has been 
to see a medium this weekend—I have not talked to her since—who channels a race/people 
from space, not from our world, called the ‘Paladins’ I think she said. She said that when this 
world was created, they didn’t allow us to become more intelligent than them, because they 
wanted to have control over us and now they need us to be able to progress. First of all, I 
don’t know if this is right, but it did make me think that maybe we are not only here to help 
each other here, but also we have created this world to help others who are creating, which 
I am sure is right. 
Yes, you are beginning to understand some of my teachings, for this I can see only good. 
Let me say again that as I have told you previously, there are many worlds within this 
great universe and many others who have beings upon them, beings with much greater 
knowledge than this very young planet Earth. Of course those beings have superior 
knowledge, but let me say only this to you, that there is a little misguidance in as much as 
that race did not have the upper hand over Earth beings. They may have thought they did, 
but they, as you do, answer to a much higher and divine power. All planets answer to a 
greater divinity; all is part of a greater plan. Therefore you are correct partly in your 
assumption that each planet exists for the good of every other. So I would say this to you 
my dear friend: The information that comes to these people are being given as truth, 
because that is the truth that the beings know and understand, in the same way as if 
contact were made with Earth beings, you can only give what you know and understand. 
What has to be remembered in all of these teachings from not only other planets but from 
greater sources, is that a true cosmic understanding is in place. So I say to you and your 
friend, accept what comes, but place it within the concepts of greater knowledge. Do you 
understand what i say to you? 
Sarah: Yes, I do, thank you. 
You must always—I keep coming back to say to you, recognize yourself as spiritual beings, 
because within that realization lies the true understanding. People upon other planets 
may have more knowledge, but in fact they do not have more knowledge as such, they 
have more understanding of the knowledge. Remember, I have told you that within each 
one of you lies the potential for much spiritual, what you call, ‘powers’. It is only that 
Earth beings are reluctant to recognize and use those powers which are inherent within 
them. Do you see how slowly everything congeals together? (Yes.) Has that helped with 
your understanding? 
Sarah: Yes, thank you very much. When you begin to talk, I begin to remember things you 
have said. 
Yes, always look to the wider scheme of life and to the wider truth. See all of these things 
with spiritual eyes and you will begin to understand them a little more. I know these 
subjects at times must seem alien to you, but in fact they are not. All knowledge lies 
within you. (Thank you.)  
 

Our cosmic brothers also have a sense of fun 
 

Mark asks a question about our cosmic brothers having a little fun with fishermen off Puerto 

Rico. (11/12/00) 
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Mark: I read a newspaper article about a lot of UFO activity off the Puerto Rican coast, 
where the ocean is supposed to be at its deepest apparently and fishermen have reported 
having UFOs flying under their boats—well flying/swimming under their boats. They say that 
the fishermen were trying to poke them with their oars and when they touched where they 
thought they were, the luminosity went from the space ships and when they pulled their 
oars up again, the luminosity came back and I wondered what was going on there, whether 
it was some kind of a clue or whether they were having fun with the fishermen. 
Yes, you seem to have some interest with the water element in your world. Yes, you 
know, and I have told you that there are many, many other forms of life and yes, there are 
travellers from other worlds, who have come to this planet. What you must remember is 
that their knowledge of energy is far greater than yours and, without knowing for sure, I 
would say that they were having a little fun with the humans involved. The luminosity is 
nothing more than energy and their control, as I have said, is far superior to humankind 
on this planet. Therefore, they can produce many things, which to humankind would seem 
unbelievable. That is an aspect of their living that we will discuss at a further time, but it 
should suffice you to know that their visitations do exist. There are many ways of entry 
into this solar system, therefore my answer to you, if this was a genuine visitation from 
other planets, then they probably were having some fun.  
 

Conspiracy theories around the Apollo Missions 
 

Salumet confirms that we really did land on the Moon! (20/8/01) 

 

Graham: Some people are suspicious that we do not always receive the truth from our 
governments, for many reasons. One particular topic came up that was fascinating to me 
and that was the Apollo missions to the moon. There have been some doubts that the 
Apollo missions ever actually happened. I wonder if you could confirm whether man has 
actually landed on the moon or not? 
I take your question. There are many space travellers, not only in your part of existence, 
but in the wider scheme of the Cosmos. But yes, I understand your question. I will confirm 
it with but one word and that is 'yes'. They have, they have, if only they were allowed to 
speak with their hearts, they will tell you that much was known and seen by them. Always 
there is a power struggle on your earthly planet, when you speak of individual 
governments. It is, I am sorry to say, the cause of many destructive acts within your world, 
when these governments face each other in disagreement, but I will confirm that yes, man 
has landed upon another of your planets. 
Graham: Thank you for confirming that, it’s a great relief in a way. (chuckles)  
George: Adding to that, I think you told us once before, that information about that mission 
has been withheld by governments. 
Yes, governments of course believe they are doing what is best for their people, but it is a 
power struggle. There is much deceit and there is much that is withheld from the ordinary 
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people. But the time is coming when people will not accept only what is said to them, 
because their understanding is growing from the heart and from the thinking. 
George: Yes, I imagine it is only right for people to attempt to bring this out into the open. 
Of course, and may I also say to you, it is one of the reasons why your religions—many as 
they are upon this planet—why there are so many disruptions and so many disbeliefs, so 
many doubts, so much negative fear, because the people now are becoming more 
spiritual in their thinking. To you my dear friends, this may seem a large statement to 
make, but I will say to you that this planet Earth is becoming ever more spiritual as time 
evolves. Too many times as I have told you previously, has mankind destroyed himself. 
When first I came to you, I said many from our world had gathered and we would this 
time, not allow any destructive force to interfere, or to cast doubt upon what is the truth; 
and that is our purpose this time. I hope that is helpful to you. (affirmations) 
Lilian: You did say that we are visited—I am just confirming that I’ve got it right—that we are 
visited by people from other planets at this time. 
It has always been, but let me say, what you do not fully understand I believe, is that 
there is life, not of your form, but the capability of travel within the Universe has always 
been. Remember your planet is but young one, in the scheme of existence—you cannot 
forget that. I know that these are difficult things to explain, because your understanding 
really is not wide enough, but all I can tell you my dear friends, is that you do not exist 
alone. 
Lilian: It would be so interesting to meet someone from another planet. 
That is your wish? Then you must make it your reality. 
 

Is there life out there? 
 

Salumet confirms that there is much life out there, but not in any form that we know. 

(12/1/04) 

 

George: There is one topical question which might be good to ask. There is at the present 
time a mechanical probe on the surface of Mars and scientists are endeavouring to discover 
if there’s evidence of any past life there. I think you’ve already told us on one occasion that 
there is no life on that planet, but now that we’ve the benefit of your further teaching, we 
are realizing that there are all kinds of life (Yes.) in the cosmos and you probably meant at 
that time that there was no physical life. 
No human life, yes. 
George: I imagine that there would be the angels and the planetary guiding beings (Yes.) 
associated with Mars and there may be other spirit life on Mars. Would you care to say 
anything on that?  
Let me just simplify it a little for you. No matter what planet, no matter from which 
universe, no matter: all energy exists; there is not one space that is without energy. I think 
you will understand my meaning my dear friend. We have not gone this far before, but I 
would say to you that energy exists in all places and I think that would suffice for the 
moment. Would you agree? 
George: Yes, energy equates to spirit, (Yes.) spirit equates in turn to spirit form. 
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Yes, you understand. Is that helpful for you? (Yes, thank you.) We have many areas to 
tread that is outside of your own planet, but again I say to you, we must tread slowly. 
George: And the development of physical life from spirit would be a much more particular 
happening.  
And remember I have told you that there is life outside of this planet, maybe not in the 
same form as you are, but nevertheless life of a certain type—life which you are mostly 
unaware of at this particular time in your evolution. 
Sarah: When the astronauts went onto the moon, we were made aware that they knew 
something that wasn’t released to the general public and I can only think that they were 
made aware of spirit whilst they were on that trip. 
Yes, there is much more known on your planet than the ordinary man and woman is 
allowed to know, but the time is fast approaching when mankind’s thinking will not be 
stifled. 
Lilian: Yes, I did actually see a programme on our televisions about the knowledge of UFOs 
coming out. The governments are going to allow the people to know. 
In no matter what form, you cannot keep truth in, it will always ‘out’, yes, but as in all 
things, it takes time. 
 

Synchronicity of images from the Nevada Desert 
 

Images in the Nevada Desert match clairvoyant images drawn by Jan from the Bonniol 

evenings. Why are we surprised? (2/10/06) 

 

Lilian: Did you want to comment on the Nevada Desert George? 
George: Well, yes…we had a most interesting meeting with Bonniol last week also, and it 
seemed to develop into a three-way discussion, involving Jan's clairvoyance. She was shown 
various pictures and it was mentioned through Jan, that the beings, who accompanied 
Bonniol, had previously visited a region of Earth known as the Nevada Desert. I was aware 
that there are interesting ancient rock pictures in that region. I obtained a copy of these, 
and Jan had already made drawings of the beings who accompanied Bonniol, and I found 
that the drawings on the rocks in the Nevada Desert are very similar, in particular they have 
larger-than-human hands and considerably wider-than-human heads. I really intended 
talking further with both Jan and Bonniol on this. But, would you have any comment to add? 
We would be very glad if you have. 
Indeed, I do have a comment, of course. It never ceases to amaze us that you as human 
beings, feel that you are some kind of select race, when in fact as I have told you many 
times, there is more to all of existence than this planet Earth and to which you now have 
some further knowledge. 
George: I think we're becoming more and more aware of this all the time. 
But I have told you my dear friends in past times, past/present/future are as one, and that 
all things that we would speak about, would indeed be given or shown in some other way. 
As you now realise, many of your ancient civilisations on this planet, had much superior 
knowledge, than you do today. And by their way of demonstrating what they know, today 
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it has become a source of knowledge for those who are seeking. Therefore, my dear 
friends I say only: why do you continue to be so surprised?  
George: Well, it's not just surprise, I think there is also delight there, (Yes.) that these 
visitors in the past, have made their mark in this way. 
For you all now to discover in your own time and in your own way—and again, we have 
returned to our topic of last time, of 'synchronicities'. So, that is the few words that I 
tender to you this time. 
George: Thank you. It's very nice to have your words on that. 
 

Please meet an ‘abduction agony aunt’! 
 

A lady describes herself thus after a history of being abducted by our cosmic brothers. A 

fascinating story and one where we should not be fearful. (30/7/07) 

 

George: I’ve been in touch recently with a lady: Hilary Porter, who has a history of being 
abducted by, shall I say UFO pilots, and she strikes me as a very strong lady who had fears 
and has faced those fears. And she now describes herself as an ‘abduction agony aunt’. She 
helps others who have been abducted and gives them counselling. She’s a new contact and 
she has asked for healing for those she helps, and I just wondered if you’d care to clarify. 
You have spoken on abductions in the past, and I just wondered if you’d care to further 
clarify that area of work. 
Yes, we have spoken, again briefly about this subject. And yes, if you recognise, my dear 
friends, that there exist many Universes. If you can accept the existence of many beings 
on many planets, albeit that their knowledge be greater than yours, does not immediately 
allow them to be pure beings—that is the first point I wish to make to you. You know from 
your visits and your ‘mind’ information, that many things are possible; that there are 
beings outside your realms of understanding, who nevertheless are part of the great 
scheme of life. I told you that most of these beings mean you Earth people no harm. But 
as in your world there exists many races of people, all quite diverse in their looks, so too 
you must accept, that many planets produce beings who are of entirely different 
formation from yourselves. Also, that among those beings there are those whose curiosity 
takes hold of them and that is where we come into Earth-beings being taken to their 
crafts, because of the interest expressed in trying to understand the makeup of Earth-
beings. 
George: Yes I can well accept that (Yes) there would be this tremendous curiosity. (Yes) 
They would be technically more advanced than ourselves (yes), they would be physical 
beings like ourselves, imperfect like ourselves. 
Imperfect, yes that is a good word to use. I do not wish to say that they are not ‘good’ 
beings, but ‘imperfect’ is the word to use.  
George: Also ‘striving,’ I guess, like ourselves—striving to find out. 
Yes, to gain more knowledge of what is round and about. So I say to you that expanded 
knowledge does not always bring purity of character—this we understand. I would also 
like to say to you, that certain Earth beings are more prone to be taken, for many different 
reasons that perhaps at this moment in time, you cannot understand. But they are 
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‘chosen’ if you like, to be abducted, for very many reasons. And sometimes these other 
beings do not have the same emotional contact as you Earth beings, which therefore 
leaves many Earth beings traumatized by the experience. But open to all people, is the 
love and protection of spirit. 
George: Yes, in which case there would not be so much fear generated and perhaps I could 
suggest that the main problem in this context is our own fear of an unknown situation. (Yes) 
Perhaps if knowledge of abductions was more openly accepted, then this would help in 
some measure to reduce fear. Would that be a fair statement? 
Yes, after all, I have told you that it is either love or fear, which governs your lives and fear 
is negative to the spirit and it also blocks out the help that is available. But we cannot 
place all responsibility onto those people who are taken, but also responsibility lies with 
those other beings who are intent on having their own way. In the same way as Earth 
beings have to take responsibility for their actions, so too do all beings in the great 
scheme of life, from all planets, because they come under the laws of that Great Creative 
Force. I would also say to you my dear friends, that not all people who have been taken to 
foreign crafts, find the experience to be so dreadful and I am sure that in time, there will 
come forward many, who will tell of renewed knowledge, of finding spiritual gifts opened 
to them, that they did not have before. So again, I say to you, look for the balance in all 
things. 
George: Yes. The lady, of whom I have spoken, spoke of one who appeared to her, which I 
think would be her own Guardian Angel, who assured her that he would always be with her 
(Yes) and this I think went a long way to allaying any fears that she had. 
Yes, once she has allowed herself that love element, that lack of fear, then those who can 
help will step forward. Yes and of course to ask for healing for all of these people, can only 
help. Has that been helpful to you? 
George: Yes, I think that must have helped us all, to understand this area of knowledge. 
Thank you. 
There is the misunderstanding that expanded knowledge, such as many other beings 
have, makes them ‘good’. But remember, they are imperfect. I use your word, ‘imperfect.’ 
Rod: And they have free will as well. 
Of course. 
Sarah: I was wondering when you said they choose different human beings for various 
reasons, I was wondering maybe if spiritually they could be attracted to certain people and 
if that’s why they abducted them. Or maybe it’s not possible to pinpoint any reason? 
When first I came, we spoke of darkness and light and opposites being drawn and the 
darkness always seeking light. Therefore yes, unknowingly they would be attracted to 
certain people for their light.  
Sarah: Ah yes that makes sense, thank you. 
George: Yes, and the lady in question would seem to have a ‘mind link’ (Yes) to those 
people. She describes how she receives a thought from them in the first place and she 
knows when to look to the sky (Yes) and she has been able to send a thought back and they 
have shifted their position in the sky. So, I think she must have a mind link, or an easy to 
achieve mind link? 
Yes, that would have—as I have said to you, many people have found new qualities within 
themselves, that they suddenly can heal others, that their mind is much more alert. There 
are many good qualities to having some connection with other beings. But it is the fear of 
the people being taken, that they have to alter. 
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Jim: Does that mean then that there is no real basis for fear? 
You should never allow fear to enter your lives, if you wish to be spiritually strong. 
 

A visitor from Planet Glong 
 

A humble visitor from the Planet ‘G-e-r-long’ speaking about their role as helpers to a local 

group of planets which they have taken responsibility to help.  In fact, they describe 

themselves as the ‘central nervous system’ to these planets.  There is also a link to Planet 

Aerah where Bonniol resides. Much food for thought here.  (10/8/09) 

 

No Salumet this week, but we were delighted to receive an extra-terrestrial guest. The 
transcripts of our cosmic friend Bonniol, are presented separately. However, this was 
another Extra-terrestrial from the Planet Glong. The visit had been arranged earlier and we 
were prepared for the one who spoke through Sarah: 
I am—I am coming to see you. 
Lilian: Are you the being from the other planet? If you are, you’re very, very welcome. 
It is my pleasure to come to see you. 
George: Well equally it is our pleasure to receive you. 
It is very hot here.  
Lilian: Being here with us now is making you hot? 

I think your planet is much hotter than ours and the air much thinner. 
Lilian: Is that making it a little bit difficult for you? 

I am feeling very stretched upwards, because I think the atmosphere is pulling me (deep 
sigh) upwards—but I feel if I can just adjust a little, I... 
George: Please take your time and we appreciate there must be great difficulties in 
experiencing different conditions. 
Paul: I don’t know if we can make you feel any more comfortable. 
Lilian: I’m just going to put my hand on the lady’s back that you’re using, just to see if it will 
help. (Several deep breaths) Perhaps you can have some help from Spirit—maybe that will 
help you. (More deep breaths) 
That is much better. Thank you! Thank you! I was beginning to feel I would be stretched 
out of all recognition. Yes, that is much more comfortable. 
Lilian: You can tell us where you come from and so on in your own time. 
I have come from a planet known by your friend, Bonniol, and he has asked me to make 
contact with you, because he has not yet been able to come back to you, and he wishes for 
the interest to remain vivid. So that is why I have come to you. 
Lilian: Well, for us, it’s absolutely fascinating that you can travel this way. 
George: We have much enjoyed Bonniol’s visits to us and our discussions. So, you also have 
exchanged with Bonniol? 

We have much contact with the planet you call ‘Aerah’. 
George: Yes! Wonderful! 

And, we are quite similar to those beings, but we do not visit in person, but just through 
‘thought’. 
George: Yes—is it possible to give us a name for your planet and yourselves? 
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I can, indeed, give you the name of our planet. Our planet which is much smaller than 
Planet Aerah, is called ‘Planet Glong’. 
All: Glong... 
(More expressive and probably over-stressed to ensure both ‘g’ and ‘l’ are sounded)—
‘GERLONG’! 

In our language ‘Glong’ means small but important and the reason why we have the 
important part is because we are what you might call the ‘central nervous system’ of 
many even smaller planets that surround us. 
George: Fascinating! 

We are used as a base for these smaller planets, who, in turn, receive information, like an 
echo—no sooner has their question or their need been received by us than they receive a 
reply. It is as if these planets were on antennae from our planet. They are part of our 
planet, but they are not attached. There is very much communication with all these 
planets, and we feel as one with them, but they do not visit us and we do not visit them, 
but we know each other intimately. 
George: Fascinating! 

We have one, as you might call it— ‘mind’, which is separated by these separate planets. 
When the information is needed, it is as if it were their own mind working; but no, their 
mind comes to us and is sent back again. 
George: Wonderful! Do you operate in a similar way to Bonniol? Do you have a support 
team on your planet? 

There are many of us who are ‘as one’. We do not have any who are greater or less than 
another. We are all of the same. We do not use our physical bodies to promote any sign of 

greatness, but the mind works together. 

George: Wonderful! Do you have individual names, or do you blend as one? 
We do, indeed, have individual names, but the minds are joined, so if you wish to look at 
each individual, you can do so, but if you wish to use the mind of one, you will be using the 
mind of all. 
George: Yes—wonderful! May we have your name, please, or is that appropriate? 

You can have my name, if you wish, but if ever you are to contact us again, you will need 
only mention the name ‘Glong’, because we are all one, so in speaking to one you are 
speaking to all. 
George: Yes, I understand. 
So, I cannot say that there are not individuals, there are ‘beings’, but not as you know 
them—not as you have here, where the mind can be blended with another, but they do 
not work totally in harmony with one another, but this is something that we have learnt 
to do, to be a complete being of many parts. 
George: Yes, I understand the mind part. Do you have separate physical bodies on your 
planet? 

Yes, we do. The beings are there, but the mind-thought process is as one. 
George: Yes, I understand that all the beings are united as one mind. 
Paul: Is this something that has evolved over a long period of time? In your past, did you 
have others who were not in harmony with each other? 
The ones who are on the even smaller planets—they are the ones who are working 
towards this united mind process, but they are the ones who have not quite achieved what 
we have on our planet. I would say, although I am not quite sure, but I believe this is 
something that has evolved over a very long period. I have never known any different, and 
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as far back as I have word, no one else has ever known any different. So, I can only assume 
that the process has taken a very long time. 
Paul: With all those minds in harmony, I imagine you would be able to utilise that mind 
power to tremendous effect. 
We indeed do, but we can only help those who wish to be helped, and on our planet, we 
have no need to change much, because we work so well in harmony with one another. So, 
the use of our ‘single mind thought’ is put to best effect helping those smaller planets that 
surround us, and in time, we hope that they too, will join in the complete harmony that 
exists with us. 
George: It sounds a wonderful stage to have reached, and can you tell us a little more of 
your physical-being basis? Do you take physical food, and live in a similar way to ourselves? 

We do indeed eat, but we only eat what we grow. We do not have animals on our planet, 
and therefore our diet is completely vegetation. 
George: Yes, I understand. And would I be right in thinking—before this evening, we knew 
nothing of your selves, but would I be right in thinking that you have observed our planet 
and know something of us? 

We have joined with our good friends of Planet Aerah and have listened in to your 
meetings. 
George: Oh wonderful! 

And that is why we were asked to visit this time, because we are aware of you and how 
you exist. It is most interesting for us to see how you are working, and we are sometimes a 
little surprised and amused by your ‘goings-on’! 

(Chuckles) 
George: I’m sure you must be! 

But, yes, we do feel a great warmth for this group, because we almost feel as if we know 
you already. 
Lilian: It’s very kind of you to say that. 
George: Well, this is a wonderful evening for us. We’re so pleased that you’ve come 
through, and we were aware on certain of Bonniol’s visits that others joined him, but I don’t 
think there was any mention of Planet Glong.  But, nevertheless, we are delighted that you 
have been involved in those visits, and it’s a great joy for us to learn more about this 
universe in which we live. 
Paul: We’ve got a lot to learn! 

(Laughter) 
George: I feel really I should be apologising for how we ‘go on’, on this Planet Earth. We’re 
very much a mixture!  
(More chuckles) 
Paul: We could do with a bit of your harmony! 

Lilian: It’s very frustrating that we really can’t talk to many people about your visit. That is 
very frustrating, because they just would not understand. 
Well, that is partly why I have come, to let you know how other planets exist and although 
you may not be able to discuss this with others, you can dwell on it yourselves. And, do not 
forget you have that powerful mind! You do not need to speak. 
[In accord with Salumet teaching of course, unspoken prayer and good thoughts always have 
their effect.] 
George: All of the Bonniol exchanges have been recorded and we have written them into a 
book, which is in the process of being published at this moment, and your speech this 
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evening is a wonderful addition to that, so we are doing our best to get everything known 
around the planet here. 
I am happy to know that you feel you are able to include our planet also in your writings. 
George: Yes we shall certainly do that. 
And may I clarify to you about our involvement with meetings with you. We, of course, do 
not ‘sit in’ at the meetings, as do those on Planet Aerah, but we are able to use the minds 
of those who are involved, which is relayed to us. And in that way, we are participants—
but not in the physical form. 
George: Yes, we were aware that Bonniol has a support team of about sixty individuals, and, 
with the mind, these sixty have been involved I know, but you also have been involved in 
the ‘mind link’. That is wonderful news for us. 
Well, let me tell you, it was wonderful news for us too, because any new information is 
always of interest, and especially when it is of a planet, so very, very different to ours. 
George: Yes, it’s certainly different! Might I ask—do you know and are you aware of 
Salumet? 

I personally am aware of this being, but I do not have any of his information. 
George: I merely ask, because I think Salumet was instrumental in making the Bonniol link or 
helping towards the link in the first place. 
That is as far as I am aware of this one. I know he was involved, but I do not know 
anything more about ‘him’. I am sure that if we were to tap into the one you call Paul, we 
could indeed get all information, but we are at present in so harmonious a situation in all 
aspects of our planet, that we feel that perhaps, the information you are being given, is 
directed more to Planet Earth, than to our planet. And that is not to say that we cannot 
learn from this one, but the thought is that this one (Salumet) is for use on the Planet 
Earth.  
(Agreed) 
Paul: And, you’ve obviously got different lessons. Would you describe Glong as a ‘Learning 
Planet’? 
George: It sounds as if Glong has already learnt! 

(Chuckles) 

I think we could say that although we possibly and perhaps I should say surely can 

learn, our main task is to teach those smaller planets around us. 
George: Yes, and of course, that is Salumet’s mission—to endeavour to influence this Planet 
Earth, and yes, I’m sure you’re right that Salumet’s purpose is to influence Earth Planet for 
the better. 
We are all given a task to do and our task is a combined effort for those around us and, 
perhaps, our learning is to work as one. 
Lilian: Yes, that would make sense, wouldn’t it, eventually? I think you’re way advanced 
beyond us. 
We are, indeed, quite different in our approach to life. 
Paul: Oneness—I think we have a deep understanding—it’s not very conscious, but on a 
certain level, there is the feeling that we are all one and we are all the same in lots of ways, 
but, unfortunately, it doesn’t come out enough in our daily life. So, you’ve reached a very 
good stage of oneness on your planet.  
Can I just clarify—did you say that you are, broadly speaking, of a humanoid form? 

We are quite similar to the Bonniol people—and we do have a head, we do have arms and 
we do have legs, but all these physical limbs are so rarely used, because if we wish to 
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move from one place to another, we can do this with our minds. We do not have to use the 
physical being; we can use it, but we do not have to. 
George: You can transport the physical body, using the mind. Is that correct? 

That is correct. 
Paul: So could you, in theory, materialise yourselves on Earth, in your physical bodies? 
In theory, we could indeed do this, but I do not think that will happen—not yet, at least. 
But, yes, it would be possible. 
George: Wonderful! Do you have families? 

We do have families. We have groups of people who live together, and they act as one big 
family. We do not have, as you do—couples. We live, in what you might call ‘communes’ 
and we are able to create new beings via the giving of spirit to another, and create within 
that spirit, new spirit that forms into another being. 
George: Wonderful!  Yes! 

This is the choice of the one being created—can choose from whichever commune it 
wishes to belong to. Each commune has a slightly different purpose. Each commune 
provides one aspect of what is needed to keep the physical being alive. So, whatever that 
spirit decides it wishes to grow, it joins that commune. And once you have decided upon 
your commune, you stay there for the duration of your life on that planet. But, of course, 
we all work together in spirit, so this is the physical side of our planet—but the spiritual 
side is as one. I hope I have made that clear to you. 
George: Yes, that is a wonderful education for us to know that such a system exists. Yes, 
thank you! 

Paul: Yes it’s a whole new world—literally. 
Lilian: Yes, do you understand how we have reproduced other beings? Do you understand 
our reproduction? 

Yes—and we have to smile that you need so much effort to produce one more! 

(Laughter!) 
Lilian: But the spirit has already chosen to come to that particular couple—we do 
understand that... (Yes)...not a lot of people on Earth do—but we do! Yours sounds much 
simpler. 
Where we have a little similarity, inasmuch as the spirit decides— 

Lilian: Yes! 

George: And, like everyone else, you recognise the one Creative Principle in the universe. 
Perhaps you have a different name? 

I am sorry—I do not understand what you are trying to say. 
George: Each planet seems to recognise the one Creative Principle in the universe that some 
call ‘God’. Different cultures have different names for the Creative Spirit of the Universe. 
Yes—we very much recognise this Creative Spirit, as you call it, and for us, we call this god: 
‘THE CORE’. 
George: The Core! 

Lilian: That’s a good one! 

Paul: Yes...it’s like ‘The Source’ a little bit. 
George: Yes, I guess we all have our different names, but we all mean the same thing. 
Lilian: We shall try and picture where you are, but I’m sure we’ll be nowhere near the real 
thing. 
Well, firstly, I think you need to pretend that you are in a refrigerator. 
(Laughter) 
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Yes, that will be a good start. But I have to say that I feel most comfortable here now 
(good!) and I have very much enjoyed my visit with you. 
George: Well, we’ve certainly enjoyed your visit to us. 
Lilian: Will you be able to come again? 

George: Yes. It’s just wonderful and—please do come and visit whenever you wish. 
That is most kind of you, but I think possibly we will not be coming back too soon, because, 
I think Bonniol has other ideas for you. 
Lilian: Yes, he did say he would introduce us to other people from other planets, so you are 
the first of a few more we hope. 
Well, I have been most impressed by you all and I only wish that all of you on this planet 
could be so understanding. 
Lilian: Well, we all wish we could talk to others about it. 
George: The project we have discussed with Bonniol—Bonniol and his team were going to 
endeavour to do a materialisation of an object—an object pertaining to his Planet Aerah 
and materialise it here on the Earth. And if this can be done, it will help us to draw 
attention, and grab peoples’ interest. So, perhaps, that’s one of Bonniol’s further ideas that 
he has. 
Lilian: But having said that we would find it difficult for other people to understand, if we 
tried to tell them—there are groups of people of whom perhaps you know, that really do 
understand and are interested. 
When you have a young planet, you always get a variety of beings, and it is this variety 
that helps you to grow. You would not grow, if you did not have so many different ideas. 
George: These are wise words. 
So sometimes, the beings on the planet do not help, but, many, many do—even though it 
is difficult to see at the time. 
George: Yes. 
So, as long as you are making some progress, this can only be good. 
Lilian: Yes, things take time. It’s very slow, but we shall get there one day. 
Paul: Yes, it’s a good journey—getting there! 

And, on the subject of journeys, I think I will return—but, thank you again for your time, 
and I have been most delighted to be with you. 
Lilian: We’re very delighted to have you. 
Paul: Yes, Thank you! 
George: We share in that delight. It’s been a wonderful evening for us. Thank you so much. I 
don’t know how difficult it was for you to come along, but it was a wonderful occasion for 
us. Thank you so much! 
Paul: Send a bit of our ‘Earth love’ back to Glong. 
Thank you and I can tell you the journey was no problem—the landing was harder! 

Laughter! 

So now I will leave you and will take with me the very fond feelings I have received from 
you this evening. 
George: Well, thank you, our dear friend—or should I say friends? 

Lilian: Yes—we’re very, very grateful for your visit. 
Paul: Our love goes with you. 
George’s Notes: 
In addition to the 65 mind-linked exchanges with our Planet Aerah friends, others on 
occasions joined the exercise, about which we knew at the time. All was explained as we 
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went along, and the mind-link process is now reasonably understood. Now we learn that 
Planet Glong also managed to tune in. In the light of past events this also can now be 
understood in some measure—perhaps all the better for its retrospective revelation. 
Anyway, we are privileged to have been connected via Sarah (and earlier via Bonniol) to the 
composite mega-mind ‘Glong’. Perhaps we should see Glong as another form of teacher that 
can bestow good influence upon nearby planets. And it is a sobering thought that Glong 
beings have the capability to apport their physical presence to Earth if they so wished. So 
where does this leave our legends concerning mysterious physical beings in Earth’s past? 
There is much to think on here. And we are so very privileged that advanced ones such as we 
are now encountering should consider us worth a visit! 

 

Multi-dimensional doorways 
 

Salumet confirms that there are ‘doorways’, as we describe them, an idea that is beginning 

to become more accepted across the planet. (9/8/10) 

 

George: We’ve heard back from—has mentioned one named Luis Fernando, a South 
American gentleman who also has had extra-terrestrial communication, and has written 
books about it. It’s nice to know that this is also happening on the other side of our world, 
and we have spoken about—I think it’s called: ‘multi-dimensional doorways’. We have 
spoken about this in relation to the ‘Bermuda Triangle’—and a multi-dimensional doorway 
being there—and, I think you said on that occasion that there are a number of such 
doorways about our planet (yes). And in connection with Louis Fernando’s work, there 
would appear to be one—the pre-Incan ‘doorway of the sun’, near Lake Titicaca—that 
would seem to be another one. Would you wish to speak at all on this? Are you able to 
confirm any of this to us? 

I will confirm only that there are many of these ‘doorways’, as you put it simply. There is 
much still for your men of the Earth to learn, and at this particular time, it is not necessary 
for us to enter into the complexity of the universes. It is enough, my dear friends, that the 
knowledge is reaching people who are ready to receive—that is what is important. The 
fact that you can join together, and compare—I believe you would say ‘notes’, on these 
things is sufficient for this time. 
George: Yes, it’s certainly nice to be able to compare notes in this way. 
Yes, but again, it is confirmation of the words we have brought to you (yes). Yes, that is 
the important issue. 
George: There has also been mention of connection to the Great White Brotherhood. I 
imagine this is a human word (yes). And I have come across references to the White 
Brotherhood or Great White Brotherhood several times recently in my reading, and it would 
appear to be a much evolved group—I think way beyond Earth evolution (yes) and they are 
working for the good of the galaxy—our galaxy. 
There has to, my friend, be those who are concerned with the well-being of many 
different planets (yes)—how else would it work?—how else would this Great Creative 
Force come into being, unless there were those advanced beings within all of creation? 
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George: Yes, and there seem to be various categories or groups of advanced beings (yes)—
there those from angelic realms, such as yourself— 

We have discussed this before—of course the angelic beings are of the higher order, but 
this is not something I wish to enter into with you at this time. 
George: And this Great White Brotherhood would seem to be a different order (yes) working 
to the same good. 
It is a name that has been given to some of mankind in order for them to move forward 
and grow. Many names are given, but names are irrelevant, it is the purpose behind them 
that is of importance. 
George: Another group which has been described as attached to or part of the White 
Brotherhood is the Ashtar Galactic Command (as referred to in previous transcript), and this 
is a group with spaceships, and I think there have been many observations of their lights in 
the sky— 

There are many ‘goings on’ in and around your world. I have brought to you our dear 
friend Bonniol (yes), for you all to experience the mind connection. 
George: Yes, we are all so grateful for that! 

Yes—that was to demonstrate to you that these things are possible. There is much that 
goes on that men in your world will dispute, will deny, or will accept and believe. 
George: True—but a big factor today is that it is getting onto the Internet (yes), so that 
people can now use the Internet, and make up their own minds. 
And use their minds to decide (yes)—that is the purpose. You can name many, many 
groups that are given to mediums on this Earth plane, but, my dear friends, it is the 
purpose behind their being that is important. That is my message to you: You take what 
you can, you accept what you can, and you refute that which does not sit comfortably 
with you. 
George: Yes, the great thing is to use our minds and to be of open mind (yes!). 
Sarah: Because the truth doesn’t change—it’s only us that’s going to change. 
Yes—and what you do with that truth. Remember, the human makeup can be responsible 
for much twisting of words (yes). So, I would say only to you, my dear friends, that which I 
have always said: accept only what is acceptable to you—and that includes my own 
words— 

George: Which we accept so readily! 
Sarah: We don’t have any problem accepting your words, I must say, Salumet! 

Lilian: No it’s strange how we’ve accepted all of what you’ve said, actually, and the same 
with accepting Bonniol. 
Because you were ready for the truth—but one man’s truth, is not another’s. 
So now, my dear friends, I will leave you. I will take my leave at this time, and allow those 
close to you to come even closer. 
George: And let me thank you, Salumet for such a wonderful feeling of unity with us this 
evening. 
There is great unity, there is a great stillness, there is a great love, which comes from this 
room, and I feel it is so this time. So as I leave you, my dear friends, I give my thanks and 
my love to you all. 
All: Thank you very much! 

George: We are moved by your words on that. Thank you. 
George’s Notes: 
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Salumet’s quotation: It was in fact during our teacher’s very first visit to us: “We are 
reaching the point where your world will ... WILL be a better place. Do not doubt these 
words. It may seem that cannot be so. I am here to say—it will be—WILL BE!” He had then 
added: “We have much to teach you.” A prophetic statement indeed, made in 1994! 

Gateway of the Sun: This is situated at Tiwanaku, Bolivia, near the southern shore of Lake 
Titicaca (a lake 3,825m above sea level). The gateway is a monolith, carved from a single 
stone block, 3m high by 4m wide and estimated to weigh 10-tons. Above the opening is a 
carved figure known as ‘The Staff God’. 
Helping Groups: Whilst Salumet does not wish to go into detail, he acknowledges that there 
are indeed such groups as have been mentioned who watch over Earthly progress, which is 
nicely reassuring. And our teacher goes on to confirm that there are many ‘goings on’ 
around our planet. 
Multi-dimensional Doorways: Our understanding cannot as yet grasp differing time 
dimensions. On a previous occasion, Salumet confirmed for us the existence of the Bermuda 
Triangle and the ‘disappearances’ at that location. He described it as ‘travelling to another 
dimension of time’, indicating that it is possible to travel thus either using spiritual mind or 
physically. The work of Carlos Castaneda was also brought into that discussion, and we 
learned that whereas the ‘time slipping’ of Carlos Castaneda was meant, the Bermuda 
Triangle disappearances are not intended—that is the essential difference. Salumet also 
suggested to us that rather than think of this as ‘dimensions of time’, we might think of it as 
‘a transmutation of energy’ (energy of space-time?). Whilst we still do not have the 
understanding of this, it is perhaps nevertheless satisfying to know that these things have 
real significance and may be discussed—even with our very limited knowledge. And this 
seems preferable to being simply dismissive of all matters relating to dimensions of time, 
multidimensional doorways and the various ‘complexities of universes’. 
Luis Fernando’s work: Chris, one of our readers, drew our attention to LF, and he has actually 
met the gentleman. Thank you Chris! LF’s work runs along different lines to our own 
experiences. It seems that he has had physical encounters with ET-guides from the age of 13. 
He shares his experiences with many others and has written and published five books. He is a 
part of the great Earth-awakening movement of present times. And it would appear that the 
multi-dimensional doorway at Tiwanaku has been instrumental in facilitating some of his 
encounters. 
Book: “Runa Antilis – The Magical Base of Los Andes”. L. F. Mostajo Maertens. 
And according to the written word, there were also parallel happenings in much earlier 
times—Emanuel Swedenborg, who wrote much about his encounters—and the Apocryphal 
Book of Enoch tells of Enoch’s encounters with ‘The Watchers’. 
 

The disclosure project: Astronaut Edgar Mitchell 
 

George included a little information about this in his notes on 25/2/13. 

 

THE DISCLOSURE PROJECT: ASTRONAUT EDGAR MITCHELL most recent interview (February 22nd 

2013) about the reality that UFO's are real and that aliens do exist. Here is one of the most 

credible astronauts who studied the UFO phenomena and states that alien visitations have 
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taken place and that alien vehicles have been recovered - also talks about alien 'humanoids'. 

He also says that the government tries to keep everything about UFOs secret. Making 

contact with aliens, we will get to know a great deal about paranormal activity especially 

about telepathy and materializations and dematerializations - how to increase and decrease 

vibrations of matter- and about the afterlife. 

 

Interstellar unions 
 

Should there be a referendum on the subject of accepting help from extra-terrestrials?  

Should there be interstellar unions and sharing of ideas? Mark introduces the idea.  

(20/1/14) 

 

Mark: I was listening to one being called ‘Bashar’—he is from another planet somewhere in 

the universe. He was talking about different civilisations coming together—inter-stellar 

unions and sharing of ideas. It got me thinking that we are quite behind really—in that way. 

Jan: We are a young planet, aren’t we? I wonder how old they are. 

George: I wonder if I might add a little piece here, which connects. There has been a 

message on the Internet, supposedly from an extra-terrestrial source. And they wish to 

know if humanity will happily accept their presence—their revealing of themselves to us. 

And there is a request that we will vote on this telepathically. It occurred to me that you 

have spoken on the matter of extra-terrestrials revealing themselves, and I just felt, if from 

time to time they request a vote from humanity on this, it might be a logical first step 

towards that. I wonder if you have any comment there Salumet? 

When you speak of other civilisations, they are so far advanced in knowledge that your 

Earth planet, to many, becomes a curiosity, if I may put it so. So, if you imagine this—shall 

I use one of your words— ‘quaint planet’— 

(Chuckles) 

Can you not imagine that they would be interested in individuals sending thoughts that 

they would like to take and to use and to make contact? 

George: Yes, I can easily imagine that. 

Yes, but what you have to understand is that many of these civilizations are so far beyond 

your understanding that it is not—how shall I say—it is understandable that, as human 

beings, most of you are afraid of the idea, when all that is trying to be achieved is that 

they make contact and try to understand you as Earth creatures. So, I would say if you 

ever have such strong feelings, and you know from our own experiences that contact—

mind contact—is indeed possible (yes). Yes, again it is a matter of your own spirituality 

and how far you wish to go. This is something that will not be hurried (yes). You 

understand? 

George: Yes—thank you. 
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Sarah: So, was that a genuine message, or was that—is it a genuine message on the 

Internet? 

You wish me to speak? 

Sarah: Yes please—thank you. 

(Pause) 

There is genuine communication but not on this occasion (ah!). But there is 

communication taking place in your world at this time. 

Sarah: Thank you for that. 

As always with anything controversial, you will have truth and you will have ignorance. 

So, I say only to you, my dear friends that you have gained enough knowledge now to 

know and feel what is right and what is not. But on this occasion, to the gentleman, I say: 

not. 

George: Yes, thank you. 

Mark: Could I just ask: it seemed to me that the individual known as ‘Bashar’ was a genuine 

matter (yes). He seems to be genuinely interested in helping humanity to grow. 

Yes, if something feels right, then it is right, and for this one I feel it is genuine. 

 

Are all extra-terrestrials who ‘abduct’ good and pure? 
 

Extra-terrestrials are curious about humans and wish to explore further. Certainly, the Laws 

of Karma apply to them as well as us.  We are also reminded by Salumet that we should 

never be afraid in any situation.  (12/5/14) 

 

Paul: We’ve touched on this subject before—what they call ‘abductees’—people who have 

experienced being taken off into spaceships of people from other planets. I was reading a 

little more: perhaps they were actually taken as they appear to be—perhaps they had given 

their consent for these meetings to take place between us and people from other planets. 

And the reasons seem to be in some cases they are being educated on these ships. In other 

cases, from what I read and hear, there is a little bit of investigation into their DNA etc. I’m 

not quite clear whether that is connected in some way to helping, possibly in the future, 

those from other planets to find ways to one day to adapt a bit more to living on Earth 

maybe. Anyway, I don’t know if you can say anything about that? 

Yes, firstly let me say about abductees in your world: I will confirm that this has 

happened. Not all of whom you call ‘aliens’ are of pure and goodness; they are not pure 

people. They are energies and people who come from other planets—of this there is no 

doubt. Whether you are ready for this in your world as of, yet we remain dubious. But 

apart from those people who have mental conditions—human mental conditions, and 

there are some—those who have been abducted, of course meet people who are curious 

and wish to explore further; this is also true, but the element of investigation from others 
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are not pure thoughts. So, there is a range of abductees, and there is so much controversy 

in your world at this time of your evolving that this—it is too much for people to accept 

readily just at this moment in time. 

Paul: Yes, it’s a difficult subject to go into, I guess. 

Yes, it is for most people, but for those people who know differently, it is fact. But be 

careful that you do not just accept everything that is written about this (yes). As in your 

world, there are good and bad people—so those beings from other planets—there are 

usually good and bad. 

Paul: Yes—I suppose it could be comforting to know that those bad ones are still subject to 

the laws of karma (yes) just like we are, and we’re also protected by our own spirit guides, 

not just from other humans but from everybody; so, we shouldn’t have any fears. 

No, you should never have fear. As I have said on many occasions, it is negative; fear is 

negative—fear can be your downfall. 

George: Perhaps we could generalise and say that such news about abductions and UFOs 

appears freely on our Internet, but it is not appearing on our more traditional news 

channels, because certain people in control feel that the population is not yet ready, as you 

suggest. 

Yes, it comes down to ‘fear’. It is as the gentleman has said: it is a topic still in your world 

which is hard to understand. But truth will always OUT. Truth will always be there, and 

that is what you have to look to. 

Paul: Yes, it’s more and more opening up, we feel. 

As your world has become a smaller place, so too is space. It is becoming smaller all of the 

time, and that is why you now hear—and of course in times past as we have spoken 

before—there have been visitors. But again, that would be readily denied today. So, I 

would say on that subject: just to be patient. 

George: Would it also be true for us to generalise and say that the majority of visitors who 

are extra-terrestrial are of good loving mind? 

Yes—of course, yes. It is curiosity at the moment with those— 

George: —Because if they had not advanced spiritually, they would not be able to space-

travel. Is that true? 

It is not to do with their advancement of spirit. It is to do—that it is a completely different 

type of energy that they have; although it all comes from the same source, they live on a 

different type of planet. So do not assume that all from one planet are good. You are only 

good—not even in Spirit are all souls good straight away. You understand? (Yes) It takes 

time. So, when you speak of aliens from other planets, you are speaking of just another 

group of people. They may look different, they may feel different, but nevertheless, they 

still are not Spirit. 

George: They are a mixed group of people. 

Yes, I hope that makes sense to you. 

George: It does indeed—that’s very helpful Salumet. Thank you. 
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George asks about a particular group of abductees 
 

A reader asks for confirmation about travel to another planet by a group of military 

personnel. (20/6/16) 

 

George: We’ve had one sent in by a reader, Salumet, and I think I’d best read his letter to 
you.  
Yes, I will listen. 
George: He says: “I have been reading a rather interesting book—Secret journey to Planet 
Serpo—a true story of interplanetary travel, which documents an exchange program. 
According to the book, in 1965, twelve U.S. military people were sent in an—he uses the 
term ‘alien’—spaceship to a planet 40 light-years away in the Zeta Reticuli star system. The 
journey took ten months and they were on the planet for ten years. In 1978, eight returned, 
two had died and two decided to stay on the planet. The material was sent in 2005 to a UFO 
site by a former U.S. military officer involved in the project anonymously who wanted the 
information to be released before he died. I was wondering if you could ask Salumet when 
you next meet, to confirm the story.” 
Thank you. Again, we touch on topics that have interested mankind for however many 
years. We have spoken quite a lot about space, about ‘aliens’ as you call them; I prefer to 
call them ‘other people’, because that is what they are. They may have different form, 
they may not speak as you do, but their existence is for all to behold. And yes, you upon 
this Earth, as I have said before, you are quite a young planet, and have you not my dear 
friends, had some proof of ‘aliens’ in different ways? 
George: We have indeed! 
Yes—so it is not necessary to always continue to try to prove. I would say to you: think 
about this Earth planet first, and allow those whose interest is so strong to continue to 
find out details of what is beyond. I can tell you in simple words my friends: there has 
been space travel for a long time—centuries and centuries and centuries; it is nothing new 
to us. Whether what these men having contact is true or not—that really is not the 
question. But what I would say to the gentleman asking the question is: if he so believes, 
then so be it. I am not here to tell you or to say ‘not’ what is true and what is not. I will say 
this to you that if this gentleman who wanted something printed is genuine, and I believe 
him to be, then that is his pathway. 
George: Yes, thank you and we’ve certainly had ample evidence that others (yes) are able to 
live on planets that are not their own. 
Yes, this is just one small story. From time immemorial there has been space travel. 
Whether you wish to believe this or not—that is entirely up to you. But I am more 
concerned for ‘mind travel’, as you know. That has always been my quest for you. But 
please do acknowledge the gentleman and thank him for his question, and just to say that 
Salumet can say most definitely that many planets and much life continues on them. 
George: Yes, I’ll certainly do that. Thank you Salumet. 
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Extra-terrestrials can materialise whatever they need to survive 
 

We are not aware of the powers that our cosmic brothers possess. In fact, they are able to 

change their whole way of being. We constantly forget about the transmuting of energies. 

This is discussed leading on from a question by Sarah. (31/7/17) 

 

Sarah: I did ask actually within the group last week, but it might be nice to have an answer 
so that other people who read the transcripts can also know. I've been reading George's 
book (Proof-reading the new book) and he's been talking about the Pyramids and the Extra-
Terrestrial help that they had doing it. How did these extra-terrestrials live on this planet 
while they were working on the pyramids, because they probably came from a planet where 
the atmosphere would have been quite different—so how did they manage to live here?  
Quite easily, because you see, they have what you call ‘powers’, that you upon this Earth 
do not have and did not have at that particular time—there were a few, but in speaking 
about nourishment and food, they are able to materialize anything. This is something you 
will not fully grasp, because there is not the energy available at this particular time of 
existence to show you, but these travellers, and that is what they were, travellers, who 
could go about, not only the atmosphere of the Earth and their planets, but the universe, 
the many universes. It is a very hard thing to explain to you now, but if you had been here 
when they came, you would have been so surprised at their capabilities. Have you heard 
the story in your Christian Bible about Jesus producing bread and wine? (Yes) If you take 
that analysis of it, it then becomes easier for you to understand. How did he produce 
bread and wine? And he did, he was a very good medium and he had powers that not 
many people had. So you see, the capabilities of what you call ‘aliens’ and I call them ‘soul 
brothers’—that is much nicer way to describe them—soul brothers—they were able to 
materialize whatever was needed, whatever was needed, whether it was movement or 
any kind of tool, or indeed their nourishment and food.  
Paul: And the pyramids themselves sometimes were materialized.  
Yes of course, what other explanation can there be?  
Sarah: But how did they breathe Salumet—they were just able to be here?  
Yes, to adapt—they adapted themselves, as they materialized other things, they were 
able to change their whole way of being.  
Ben: Did some of them stay on as Pharaohs, when the others left?  
I have to say ‘no’ to that; I know what you are speaking of, but no, they did not remain as 
pharaohs.  
Sarah: So they all went back, did they? (Yes) 
Ben: Because there are some hieroglyphics with elongated skulls and things, aren't there? 
Yes, which in fact, would backup what I have just said, that they were able to change and 
transmute.  
Sarah: So whilst they were here, would they have looked just like the other people that 
were here? They could if they wished. You have to understand that energy is able to 
transmit itself into anything it desires. We are speaking of deep matters here, we are 
speaking of things that you will not fully understand.  
Sarah: So this is a different energy?  
No, it is the energy of Life.  
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Sarah: Ah, OK.  
It is just that you have not reached that point whilst you are on this Earth, for that to 
happen. Paul: Have there been humans who have been able to reach that point to change 
their form?  
Not from this planet. There are a few people who devote their whole life to meditation; 
they are able in a small way to alter things and they are even able to pass to Spirit If they 
so wish; there are those beings upon your planet, but not to the same degree as the soul 
brothers did. 
Sarah: So Jesus, he was able to use that energy to create the … (yes) he wouldn't have been 
able to have changed himself?  
No, he was a human being whilst upon the Earth, but he was a great medium in as far as 
the powers of Spirit were available to him. I hope that has helped you.  
Sarah: Yes that's very interesting, thank you. 
Natalie: If these soul brothers can take on our appearance, (yes) if they wish to does that 
mean would they ever breed with humankind?  
There are many descriptions and stories—yes, they would have been interested in the 
way that the human reproduced, and there are many tales of this happening, but I have to 
say, that is not something I can confirm for you. As far as I know, that is not the case, 
although they would have been interested in the workings of the human body.  
Ben: Do the soul brothers, are they walking amongst us at the moment—if they can change 
their appearance and fit in with us without us knowing, are they actually amongst us at the 
moment on Earth? 
Yes, I would have to say ‘yes’ to that question. 
Ben: Because there’s lots of theories about certain governments having access to 
technology, (yes) such as the American government, for example, and there was also a 
theory that in the Second World War, the Germans were experimenting with flying saucers 
(Yes) and that sort of technology as well, (yes) and I wondered if that really—whether there 
was a link actually, whether the Germans had the technology, or were developing the 
technology with the help of extra-terrestrials? Is that something you can comment on? 
The technology has always been there, it has always existed, although you as humans do 
not fully understand that yet, because of the idea of energies being unavailable to you; 
but yes, the soul brothers can come to this planet, they can transmute to look like you, 
they are among you, but I do not see that any would be destructive. Natalie: What is their 
purpose for being among us? 
Interest in other planets—they are interested in life as they know it; in the same way, I 
would say, as you wish to travel to other countries in this world; you take yourself and 
you blend in, do you not? (Mm) 
Ben: Would they also be here to help try and avoid a nuclear war, for example? Would they 
interfere and step in and help us? 
They would … I have to say prayers would reach them, but what you have to remember is 
they are not Spirit, they haven't passed to Spirit. So they are limited to a degree, although 
their powers and energy is much more potent than yours.  
Sarah: So would they take sides, for example—I was thinking of Turing, the man who 
cracked the Enigma Code. Would somebody like that, would an extra-terrestrial or soul 
brother, would they take sides, and think, well what that country is doing not what I would 
do, so I’ll help the other side?  
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That would be entirely up to their free will. You must remember that all of you here and in 
other planets and in other universes, have their own free will; even when they return 
home to Spirit their free will is still there. So I would say, you cannot control someone 
who is behaving in a strange manner, let's say, about weapons, or …They have to carry on 
and we have to try to alter their way of thinking; whether they be a soul brother, or a 
human being on this planet, we have to do ‘good’, we have to strive for love and peace 
and all of those things.  
But I should not become too deeply involved with what others are doing. You are here, 
my dear friends, to find Love and Peace for all of your own human people. That is your 

purpose to help one another, because you cannot beat the love energy—you cannot. 

You may try to convince yourselves, or you may convince yourselves of what others can 
do. Whatever is done upon this planet, has to be reckoned on when the time comes for 
you to return home. 
Paul: It's a little bit like what we were talking about. (earlier) This circle, for number of years, 
tried to get phenomenon known as Direct Voice, which would have been quite exciting, with 
the ectoplasm, forms and voices in the air, but what we ended (up) getting was something 
much better than that, we got Truth coming from …  
Lilian …You! 
Paul: … a very deep part of Spirit—we got Love and Truth … and phenomenon … 
And that is what you have to continue to work with. It matters not what happens in the 
growth of the Pyramids, although we understand your interest, of course we do, because 
human beings are full of curiosity, but first they should go within, they should recognise 
themselves and what they feel—that is where the knowledge and the power come from, 
the striving to return home as a good and decent human being who has done all to help 
others. It is so easy to be within a war, as you have been discussing, for many, because 
that is all their mind is set upon.  
Lilian: Yes, I can see that.  
Yes, it is up to every individual to be responsible for his own thinking; but I hope it has 
helped you a little, to understand that great need and the happenings on your planet; but 
you could spend the whole of your lifetime wondering why—and ‘why’ is a word that is 
not helpful. You understand? (Yes) Why did this happen, why did he do that—in all the 
time you spend in ‘whys’, you could have the Truth and the Knowing from The Silence. 
Paul: Yes, it’s a waste of energy. 
It is indeed, but I hope that I have brought you something to think about. 
Agreed 
Yes, you are creatures of curiosity; sometimes we are amused by you—you sit and wonder 
‘why’.  
Serena: Even our children do, don't they? (Yes) 
 

Have our cosmic brothers bred with us? 
 

Is there such a thing as an extra-terrestrial hybrid as was claimed by a speaker in a talk 

attended by member of the group?  Salumet assures us that this has not happened. 

(19/2/18) 
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Paul: One question I think… me and Ben actually went to a talk a few months ago, and we 
had our doubts about it afterwards, but she claimed to be an extra-terrestrial hybrid, part 
human and part extra-terrestrial, but we couldn’t quite see any point to what that could be 
about, (No) because we fully embrace the idea that we have brothers from other planets, 
but the need to hybridise with human… 
Jan: Salumet answered that question for us last year, when he said it hasn’t happened, we 
haven’t bred with extra-terrestrials in the past. 
Do you remember when first time I came to you? My words to all that were here—if there 
is something I say or anyone says that you do not feel is right, then you must let it go, you 
mustn’t accept it; so I will say only that if it gave you an uncomfortable feeling, then just 
to let it go. That is not to say that everything will be untrue, only that perhaps you may 
not be ready for that information. But, I will say to you, no, there is no mixture, why, as 
you have said sir, what would be the point? 
Paul: Yes, yes that’s nice to know, it’s one of those things that is said… 
There are many of these people I know, who are confusing others, but that is not to say 
there are not what you term ‘aliens’—I would rather call them brothers of the universe; 
but you must accept in yourselves what you feel to be true and helpful. 
Paul: Thank you for clarifying that, I think that could be nice for the readers (Yes) to hear as 
well. 
Ben: I think that was our conclusion, wasn’t it? 
Agreed  
Lilian: I’ve remembered the question, have you got time? 
I will take you and then I must leave. 
Lilian: Ok, thank you. It’s a good few years back now, I was reading an autobiography of a 
well-known person, an American actress actually, but she had been on holiday with a friend 
in the Himalayas and this friend who could walk better obviously than her and walked 
further. He had a friend that if he thought about this female, she could appear just beside 
him; but in the Himalayas, the mountains right at the top, was a group of spacecraft; I don’t 
know where they came from. Would that be a true story? Can you confirm? 
I will not deny that there are visitors from space, I will not deny that there are those who 
can appear in an instant, because there are those in other universes who are much more 
advanced than you. So yes, these things are possible and a mountain range, I know would 
be picked by quite a few ‘travellers’, shall we call them, who wish to be not so well 
noticed. That is why you hear stories of them landing in obscure places. I do not deny that 
they exist, but what I do not like is the assumptions that are made about them. But that is 
not for any of you to worry about, I feel that perhaps some of the people who speak so 
closely of them, are a little, how do I say, humanly unstable. 
Lilian: She was an actress, so she would be used to... 
It may be that she saw something, I do not feel it is untrue, but neither am I ready to say 
that what she saw was completely right. 
Lilian: I don’t think she saw anything herself, it was this friend that she was with. 
Yes, but that can happen, that can happen; as you know, many things can transmute, can 
change their shape, their structure, so why not a being? (Yes) And after all, what is Spirit? 
It does not possess a body, but it can appear. So, I say to you my friends, just dwell and 
think on the points that we have brought up this evening, allow your brains to stretch and 
grow, but allow mostly, to allow the Spirit to enter and help each and every one of you.  
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General thanks 
 

There is much fear about UFOs, aliens and abductions 
 

There is much fear on our planet about UFOs, aliens and alien abductions not least because 

our film industry portrays extra-terrestrials as invaders who are cruel and hostile.  Salumet 

and other visitors have given us a very different picture of beings from other worlds and 

would prefer us to call them cosmic brothers or cosmic friends.  They are aware of us, they 

want to help us, they do visit, they are curious, and their presence is written in the history of 

our planet through pyramid construction and the bringer of much Truth to the people of the 

day, and in many other ways.  As our planet increases its level of consciousness, so their 

visits will be more frequent and easier.  At the moment our governments conceal 

’happenings’ or ‘sightings’ and other data due to fear.  For these reasons, this would not be 

a good time for a high-profile visitation as there is currently too much fear.  (15/10/12) 

 

George: I feel it’s very important for this planet to conquer its fear of others from across the 

universe. We have been so fortunate to receive information on friends from across the 

universe, from other planets, from the spirit realms of other planets, and information 

concerning various pyramids and their purpose. And we are in the fortunate position to be 

able to use intellect and to cross-reference this information and this should result in all this 

information being very acceptable to those in our population and it should help everyone to 

conquer ‘fear of the unknown’, because these things must eventually become known. 

Yes, you can only give out the information that is available to you. It is then the 

responsibility of those people receiving, to decide whether or not they also accept this 

information. You cannot rush the process of acceptance, but as time continues and we all 

do our best to influence your world, then more and more people are beginning to think 

for themselves, to question also, what they read and hear. This is healthy and we would 

not discourage people feeling that way, and if it means that their own emotions at times 

override their own common sense, then so be it. But it is important that we continue to 

strive for the truth and the knowledge which is available to you all. Your world will 

become a much better place, but it is slowly, slowly. 

 

Crop circles and other phenomena will become more common in the 

near future 
 

Salumet starts by reminding us about what lies beneath our oceans and then the 

conversation goes onto crop circles and other reports of sightings that will be of great 

interest to mankind. However, we must be patient!  (10/6/19) 
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I would like to begin this time by telling you all that there will be strides made in discovering 
what lies beneath your oceans. I have mentioned in the past that much can be taken from the 
seas—all areas of water will be included; and as humans that interest will grow slowly, but 
also steadily, and mankind should be able to benefit from this knowledge. 
Paul: And this is paving the way to a new form of energy, is it? 
Yes, but there will be other offshoots from this. 
Paul: And the beginnings of this will take place this year, do you think? 
I would say rather your next coming year before it is made public, but there are those in your 
world who are already aware of what can be achieved. So, my dear friends, keep this 
knowledge in mind. (Agreed) Also, from the beginning of your new month to come, there will 
be fresh sighting of terrestrials, because it has been fairly quiet for you I feel in the past few 
years. 
Paul: Yes, I was thinking, in the past there were lots of sightings, (Yes) but nobody had the 
sophisticated phones we have now, to capture the images. (Yes) 
Claire: Can I ask if it has anything to do with the new crop circle that’s just has been discovered. 
Yes all of the sightings that have been before, will return in greater numbers. 
Mark: So, will be quite a few in Wiltshire? 
In Wiltshire? Let me see. 
Sarah: Is this confined to the UK Salumet, or is it going to be a worldwide thing? 
I will say to you, it will begin as it has done previously, but yes, that knowledge is worldwide 
and will continue to be worldwide, because all of humankind should know and understand 
what is happening.  
Sarah: Thank you. 
Can we have the question from the gentleman once more? 
Mark: I was wondering if there will be some sightings in Wiltshire, because there often have 
been in the past.  
Yes, there are definitely areas where it is much more prevalent, and yes, you have named one 
of these. 
Mark: So, Silbury Hill—they sometimes see them around there. 
Yes all of the things that have been discussed, you will be moving a little more forward in the 
knowledge of their existence. 
Paul: Mm, that’s always exciting for us I think to hear that, and so next month we should get 
some more sightings. 
Yes, the beginning of your next month. (July) Yes, so be vigilant my dear friends, be aware of 
the words I have spoken, and I know you do not need the proof, because you are beings of 
Spirit, but there are so many who do need to have proof. 
Mark: And it does uplift us, well it uplifts me anyway, to hear these things as well. (Yes.) 
Paul: Do you think we are making much headway with the governments being able to openly 
acknowledge them? 
That may take a little longer, yes, there is still a majority of rulers who wish to deny any 
sightings whatsoever; and in fact, in some countries people are scolded for the knowledge 
they give. So, my dear friends, be pleased that you belong in a free society. (Agreed) Yes, do 
you have any questions this time? 
Natalie: I have a question: In the past, Salumet, you said UFO’s and aliens will come forward 
more, (Yes) and make themselves known to us. (Yes) So, next month is that more significant, as 
in that’s going to be the start of it? 
It is the beginning of letting you know of their existence, yes it is. When I gave you that 
information, much had already occurred in your world, but now the time has been reached, 
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when mankind really must open up, not only to other beings, but of course to their own 
Spiritual energies. 
Natalie: Exciting—thank you. 
Paul: We can spread the word on Facebook to keep an eye out in July—from early July. 
Yes, yes, we will try to encourage people to be honest and of course, as you know full well, 
there are always those who wish to be disruptive, who wish to make some fun of what is 
quite a serious topic. So you must begin to find out those people who are not genuine. 
Agreed  
Sarah: And also, I think some people behave like that because they’re ignorant, they just don’t 
know...(They are afraid.) …they’re not willing to take in the information, so they need some 
help to be more open-minded. 
Yes, but they cannot keep it down for too long, because Truth will always come out and those 
who are believers will help to go forward and help these people, whether it is fear, or whether 
it is just to be disruptive, we hope that they can be influenced for good. 
Paul: Thank you for that information, it does feel that we are really getting somewhere. 
Yes, of course, as I have always said to you, the word is ‘patience’. It is natural for you 
humans, I know to be a little excitable, but really, you must go slowly. 

 

Crop circles 
 

It is possible to blend to with the geometrical shapes of crop circles during meditation. 

(10/10/19) 

 

Serena: Could I ask about the crop circles, and how, for people who can’t get there, can they 
benefit from them? Because I understand there is something coded in the geometrics... 
Yes, if you… this is a perfectly good way, is to meditate deeply and to see in the mind’s eye 
the crop circle and you will find that the energies will start to blend and you should be able to 
be aware of them without actually physically being there. It is a case of the Spirit and the 
knowledge of the Spirit that allows this to happen. Is that helpful to you? 
Serena: Yes, thank you. 
 


